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Abstract book

Guest speakers
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Volker Haucke
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Keynote lecture
This year the JEDNs are pleased to welcome:

Hans Clevers is a Principal Invistigator at the
Hubrecht Insitute and the Princess Máxima Center
for Pediatric Oncology in Utrecht in Netherlands. He
uncovered how Wnt signals control gene expression,
i.e. through the interaction of Tcf transcription
factors with the Wnt effector β-catenin. He unveiled
the role of Wnt signaling in colon cancer and in its physiological
counterpart, the self-renewing gut epithelium.

Volker Haucke is a Full professor of Molecular
Pharmacology, he’s also the head of the LeibnizForschungsinstitut für Molekulare Pharmakologie
(FMP) in Berlin. He and his team are working to
understand how cell membranes and membraneenclosed compartments dynamically exchange
materials with each other and what the implications are for cell
signalling in health and disease.
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Scientific committee
Many thanks to the jury members that volunteered:

Cancer, Immunology and Microbiology committee
Thomas Botton
Yann Cheli
Frederic Bost
Christophe Girard
Michael Cerezo
Veronique Imbert
Guillaume Robert
Sandrine Marchetti

Thomas.BOTTON@univ-cotedazur.fr
Yann.CHELI@univ-cotedazur.fr
Frederic.BOST@univ-cotedazur.fr
Christophe.GIRARD@univ-cotedazur.fr
Michael.CEREZO@univ-cotedazur.fr
Veronique.IMBERT@univ-cotedazur.fr
Guillaume.ROBERT@univ-cotedazur.fr
Sandrine.MARCHETTI@univ-cotedazur.fr

Physiopathology committee
Eleanor Simon
Philippe Gual
Roser Busca
Raphael Rapetti-Mauss
Fabrice Duprat
Gérard Lambeau

eleanor.simon@inrae.fr
Philippe.GUAL@univ-cotedazur.fr
Roser.BUSCA@univ-cotedazur.fr
Raphael.RAPETTI-MAUSS@univ-cotedazur.fr
Fabrice.DUPRAT@univ-cotedazur.fr
Gerard.LAMBEAU@univ-cotedazur.fr

Environment and development committee
Sophie Mantelin
Laurence Dupont
Thomas Lamonerie
Eric Macia
Lorraine Bottin

Sophie.MANTELIN@univ-cotedazur.fr
Laurence.DUPONT@univ-cotedazur.fr
Thomas.LAMONERIE@univ-cotedazur.fr
Eric.MACIA@univ-cotedazur.fr
Lorraine.BOTTIN@univ-cotedazur.fr

JEDNs 2021 members

Raphaël Bonnet (3rd yr, C3M), Dries Amezian (3rd yr, ISA), Ligia Ramos (3rd yr, IPMC)
Antoine Pasquier (3Rd yr, ISA), Adrien Krug (1sd yr, C3M), Marion JANONA (2nd yr, C3M)
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Detailed Program
Thuesday May 25th
8h30 – 8h45

Registration

8h45 – 9h00

Opening and welcoming talk by Dr Olivier Soriani, Director of the
doctoral school

9h00 – 9h30

Promega and New England Biolabs sponsor talks

9h30 – 10h30

Invited Keynote Lecture: Hans Clevers: Hubrecht Institute, Princess
Máxima Center for Pediatric Oncology, Utrecht University – Netherlands

10h30 – 11h15

Oral Communication Session 1 : Microbiology

OC-1
Alissa Majoor
Identification of new immune stimulators and anti-microbial compounds.
OC-2
Salme Hachfi
Bacillus thuringiensis spores escape the local immune defenses of the gut.
OC-3
Océane Dufies
Escherichia coli Rho GTPase-activating toxin CNF1 mediates NLRP3 inflammasome
activation via Pak1/2 during bacteraemia in mice.
11h15 – 11h30
11h30 – 12h15

Coffee Break
Oral Communication Session 2 : Microbiology/Immunology

OC-4
Hanene Hadhiri-Bzioueche
Environmental house dust mite in vitiligo skin: Impact on skin tight junction integrity,
keratinocyte function and contribution to 'flying melanocytes'.
OC-5
Paul Chaintreuil
Characterization and targeting of the molecular mechanisms involved in the
generation of anti-inflammatory macrophages.
OC-6
Alexandra Auguste
Testing the combination of Wolbachia-induced cytoplasmic incompatibility and Allee
effect process as a tactic to eradicate Drosophila suzukii populations.
12h15 – 12h45

Poster session 1 : Camille Berenguier, Brenda Queron, Zeinab Rekad

12h45 – 13h45

Lunch Break
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13H45 – 14h45

Oral Communication Session 3 : Cancerology

OC-7
Alberto Baeri
Elaboration of an in vitro test for the carcinogenesis evaluation of chemical and natural
compounds used in the cosmetic industry.
OC-8
Anaïs Hagege
New therapeutic strategies in head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC).
OC-9
Aurélia Joly
Identity and proliferation control of the intestinal stem cells by the Polycomb goup
epigenetic regulators.
OC-10
Caroline Ruetsch-Chelli
Metabolic reprogramming of chronic lymphocytic leukemia cells by lymphatic
fibroblasts in lymphatic niche.
14h45 – 15h00
15h00 – 16h15

Coffee Break
Oral communication Session 4 : Cancerology

OC-11
Emma Guilbaud
Cholesterol efflux pathways hinder KRAS-driven non-small cell lung cancer.
OC-12
Nicolas Soubeiran
Understanding how non-canonical functions of telomerase promote cell proliferation in
vivo.
OC-13
Pierric Biber
The deubiquitinase USP9X controls melanoma cell migration and mechanotransduction through YAP stabilization.
OC-14
Serena Janho dit Hreich
Activation of P2RX7 inhibits lung tumor growth and sensitize tumors to
immunotherapy.
OC-15
Victor Tiroille
UBTD1 Alters Cell Surface Contact And Controls Prostate Stem Cell Fate
Epithelial Architecture.
16h15 – 16h45

And

Poster session 2 : Alexandre Gallerand, Julia Halper, Marin Truchi
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Wednesday May 26th
8h45 – 9h00

Registration

9h00 – 10h00

Oral communication Session 5 : Pathophysiologie

OC-16
Audrey Laurain
Pyrophosphate: anticalcifying agent and novel biomarker for liver failure.
OC-17
Guillaume Daziano
Roles of the endogenous sortilin-released propeptide (PE) and its derivatives in
pancreatic b cells survival.
OC-18
Malika Arhatte
TMEM33 regulates intracellular calcium homeostasis in renal tubular epithelial cells.
OC-19
Marina Blanc
Bax Inhibitor 1 is essential in pancreas and glucose homeostasis.

10h00 – 10h15
10h15 – 11h30

Coffee Break

Oral Communication Session 6 : Neurobiology

OC-20
Kevin Delanoe
Platelet activating factors are new endogenous modulators of the pain-related AcidSensing Ion Channel 3.
OC-21
Ligia Ramos dos Santos
Evaluation of the contribution of parkin transcription factor function in the
pathophysiology of Parkinson's disease.
OC-22
Loan Vaillant-Beuchot
Mitochondrial pathology in Alzheimer’s disease: study of structure, function, mitophagy
and mitochondrial movement.
OC-23
Louise-Emilie Dumas
Identifying cognitive and emotional markers in relation to acoustic-verbal hallucinations
in pediatric population: Physalis study.
OC-24
Magali Payne
Olfaction problem in Alzheimer's disease and apathy.
11h30 – 12h00

Poster session 3 : Arnaud Landra Willm, Clara Sanchez

12h00 – 13h00

Lunch Break
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13h00 – 14h00

Oral Communication Session 7 : Biochemistry & Developmental Biology

OC-25
Akshai Janardhana Kurup
Identifying novel functions of Myosin 1 proteins in zebrafish Left-Right Asymmetry.
OC-26
Praveen Viswanathan
Maternal Factors regulating nodal expression and Dorsal-Ventral axis specification in
Paracentrotus lividus.
OC-27
Prune Smolen
Role of Perlecan, a basement membrane component, in the inter-organ
communication leading to a developmental transition.
OC-28
Andrès Cardona-Echeverry
Phase separations buffer RNA variation to preserve robust RNA: regulatory proteins
stoichiometry.
14h00 – 15h00

15h00 – 15h15
15h15 – 16h00

Invited Keynote Lecture: Volker Haucke : Leibniz-Forschungsinstitut für
Molekulare Pharmakologie (FMP) – Germany

Coffee Break

Oral Communication Session 8 : Plant Biology

OC-29
Rahim Hassanaly-Goulamhoussen
Chromatin landscape dynamics in development of the plant parasitic nematode
Meloidogyne incognita.
OC-30
Yara Noureddine
Copper responsive microRNAs are involved in the formation of galls induced by root
knot nematodes in Arabidopsis thaliana.
OC-31
Dries Amezian
Adaptation to xenobiotics in Spodoptera frugiperda, role of the CncC:Maf gene
regulation pathway.
16h00 – 16h30
16h30-16h45
16h45

Poster session 4 : Alia Bahri, Adrien Poquet, Nicolo Tellini
Jury Deliberation
Closing session and JEDNs awards
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Poster Index
Adrien Poquet
Identification and characterization of genes involved in the resistance of corals
to environmental disturbances
Alexandrine Carminati
A role for the Lysyl OXidase Like 2 (LOXL2) enzyme in stromal matrix
remodeling and invasive properties of dedifferentiated mesenchymal-like
melanoma cells
Alexandre Gallerand
Brown adipose tissue monocytes regulate lipid homeostasis and tissue
expansion
Alia Bahri
Environmental stress control RNA granule formation and content in C.elegans
Antoine Reynaud
Capture mechanisms of transport vesicles by tumor protein D54
Arnaud Landra-Willm
Light-activated inhibitor of Two-Pore-Domain potassium channels optically
controls pain perception
Asma Yacin Ibrahim
Impact of substrate stiffness and UVs on the expression of CD98hc, a
regulator of skin homeostasis
Aurore Bernardin
Study of Parkin Role in Glioblastoma Pathophysiology
Bastien Simoneau
Development of biomimetic bone matrices loaded with uranium to study the
effect of this actinide on bone cells
Benoit Allegrini
Rôle of PIEZO1/KCNN4 interaction in erythrocyte pathophysiology
Brenda Queron
Nuclear transport inhibition in glioma stem cell : a new therapeutic strategy
based on cell differentiation
Bruna de Queiroz
What are memories “made of”? Linking local RNA translation to behavioral
memory in vivo
Camille Bérenguier
Cancer-related mutations of KCNQ1 promote Wnt/beta-catenin activity
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Carole Belliardo
Mining soil metagenomes improves analysis of horizontal gene transfers
involved in parasitic functions of root-knot nematodes
Cécile Abboudi
What is physiotherapy? Cross-views on French PT care
Chaïma Ayachi
Reprogramming Gastrointestinal Cells: A New Strategy For Insulin
Replacement To Treat Diabetes?
Charlotte Bauer
Potentially pathogenic SORL1 mutations observed in autosomal-dominant
cases of Alzheimer’s disease do not modulate betaAPP physiopathological
processing
Clara Sanchez
Effect of a Sunflower oil enriched diet on microglial reactivity,
neuroinflammation and cognitive disorders associated with obesity
Cloé Fixary-Schuster
Left/Right brain asymmetry in Drosophila: new genes, new functions
David Chardin
Primal Dual for Classification with Rejection (PD-CR) : A new supervised
classification method for metabolomics studies. An application for IDH
mutation detection in brain glial tumors
Elissa Afram
Fragments generated from app cleavage by eta-secretase in alzheimer's
disease: proteolysis and functions
Fatima Tleiss
Enteroendocrine cells : intestinal sensor against pathogenic bacteria
Félicie KIEFFER
Exploration of the nuclear functions of the Fragile X Mental Retardation
Protein
Florent MURCY
Hepatic glutaminolysis role in the progression of atherosclerosis
Imène Krossa
Molecular mechanisms involved in metastatic uveal melanoma (UM):
identification of actionable vulnerabilities via a CRISPR-Cas9 screen
Julia Halper
Single cell mapping of osteoclasts reveals their heterogeneity and highlights
the importance of tlr2 in controlling inflammatory
Kitti Jenovai
Chemotherapy-induced effects on breast cancer-macrophage crosstalk
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Lahiru Chamara Weerasinghe Arachchige
GREB1L: An Essential Gene for Caudal Mesoderm Patterning and
Differentiation
Lauriane Blot
Role of CLEC12B in skin immunity
Leslie Borsa
Study of periodontal microbiota variations in relation to alzheimer’s disease
Manon Penco-Campillo
VEGFC negatively regulates the growth and aggressiveness of
medulloblastoma cells
Marco Raffaelli
The Role of Telomeres in Neuronal Aging
Marin Truchi
Single cell characterization of capillary endothelial subpopulations associated
with lung injury and regeneration
Marion JANONA
Inhibition of the IRE1a pathway enhances the anti-tumoral activity of
Sorafenib in hepatocellular carcinoma
Mélody Subra
New insights into the functional architecture of VAP, a general receptor at the
ER
Mélanie BILLAUD
Effects of environmental conditions on the expression of pathogenic factors of
Vibrio parahaemolyticus
Nezli DOUMANDJI
Developmental Estradiol Benzoate (EB) exposure combined to high fat diet
(HFD) induced a long-term inflammation of the adult prostate.
Nicolò Tellini
Intogressions shaped the evolutionary history of Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Pauline Cotinat
Intrinsic capacity of gastrodermal cells from a symbiotic Cnidarian to deal with
pro-oxidative conditions
RUOHAN MA
Does Nutrient Bottom-up effects Reach Natural enemies?
Sakshi Khaiwal
A yeast genomic framework for predicting and designing quantitative
phenotypes
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Tynhinane Hamidouche
How telomerase modulates podocyte regeneration in the adult mammalian
kidney
Valentin Guidal
Neuronal hippocampal activity propagation in a neurodevelopmental mouse
disease model
Wanchana Phromkrasae
Use of the Genetic Code Expansion Approach to Study Pathological Point
Mutations in the NR2F1 Gene
Wendy Marcantonio
Neuronal circuits involved in autistic-like behaviors in Nav1.2 deficient mice
Zeinab Rekad
The RNA binding protein SAM68 orchestrates cell-ECM interactions : from
integrin signaling to transcriptional responses
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Oral Communication
Abstract
Session 1 and 2 : Microbiology/Immunology

OC-1
Identification of new immune stimulators and anti-microbial compounds
Alissa Majoor1, Christelle Pomares2, Pierre Marty2, Laurent Boyer1, Grégory Michel1.
1.Université Côte d’Azur, C3M Inserm, U1065, Nice Cedex3, France,
2. Service de Parasitologie-Mycologie, Centre Hospitalier Universitaire de Nice, 06202, Nice Cedex 3 France

Leishmaniasis is a Neglected Tropical Disease, accounting for one million cases and leading to 20 to 50
000 deaths a year. There are 3 main forms of the disease showing gradual severity: cutaneous, mucocutaneous, and visceral leishmaniasis. The most severe form is visceral leishmaniasis which is fatal
without treatment. Leishmania infantum (L.infantum), my study model, is transmitted as an
extracellular promastigote form by the bite of female phlebotomine sandflies, and targets host
macrophages where it transforms into an amastigote form and replicates for the disease to spread
and colonize the spleen and liver, conferring visceral leishmaniasis. Treatments exist, but they present
important limitations, including high pricing, invasive administration, needed hospitalization due to
the toxicity of treatments and increased apparition of resistance. Thus my thesis aims to identify
alternative treatments based on natural molecules extracted from plants. In order to identify such
compounds, I have generated a reporter strain of L.infantum expressing Firefly luciferase, and the red
fluorescent protein mCherry (eFFly-mCherry). During my thesis, I have identified a molecule that is
active on the intracellular amastigote form of the parasite, with reduced toxicity compared to current
treatment Amphotericin B. Further studies showed the compound could modulate cytokines in both
non infected and infected conditions. The effect of this molecule on classical pathways involved in the
destruction of intracellular pathogens is currently under investigation. The identified compound
seems to act as an immunostimulator, promoting macrophage activity for the destruction of
intracellular parasites. We are currently testing the leishmanicidal effect of around twenty other
structural derivates of the identified molecule, in order to identify active chemical structures, and
hopefully to identify a compound with increased efficiency. In vivo experiments are ongoing, and aim
to verify the innocuity of the molecule, and the best administration route in mice. Finally, we will also
test its leishmanicidal activity in a model of murine visceral leishmaniasis.
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Session 1 and 2 : Microbiology/Immunology
therapies

OC-2
Bacillus thuringiensis spores escape the local immune defenses of the gut
Salma Hachfi1,2, Alexandra Brun-Barale1, Patrick Munro2, Marie-Paule Nawrot-Esposito1, Anne Doye2,
Celine Loubatier2, Gregory Michel2, Olivia Benguettat1, Arnaud Fichant1,3, Mathilde Bonis3, Laurent
Boyer2 and Armel Gallet1
1. Université Côte d'Azur, CNRS, INRA, ISA, France 2. Université Côte d'Azur, Inserm, C3M, Nice, France
3. Anses (Laboratoire de Sécurité des Aliments), Université Paris-Est, France

The Gram-positive sporulating bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) is a worldwide used biopesticide
to fight lepidopteran pests. Upon ingestion of Bt spores, target insects die in 3 days. The increasing
environmental dispersion of Bt products raises the question about their potential risks on non-target
animals. Indeed, Bt belongs to the phylogenetic group of B.cereus, the third cause of food poisoning
in Europe and the second in France. Using Drosophila melanogaster, we have previously demonstrated
that Bt vegetative cells are rapidly cleared from the intestine of non-target organisms. This rapid
elimination is due to the activation of the local innate immune response in the anterior midgut
(Benguettat et al., 2018). However, few studies suggest that Bt spores can persist in human and rodent
guts (Oliviera-Filho et al., 2009, Wilcks et al., 2008). To understand why and how Bt/Bc spores persist
in the gut of non-target organisms and the the innate immune response to the persistence of spores,
we have used two powerful models: Drosophila melanogaster and mice. First, I showed that Bt/Bc
spores can persist up to 10 days after acute contamination in the Drosophila gut and at least 48 hours
in mouse intestine with severe diarrhea. These findings prompted me to further investigate the
possible spore germination in the intestines. For this, I generated an innovative tool consisting in red
fluorescent spores which once germinated fluoresce in green to mark vegetative bacteria. Using this
tool, I showed that spores did not trigger any immune response in the anterior midgut while
accumulating mainly in the posterior midgut where they could germinate. My data suggest that, in
the posterior midgut, the innate immune response is inefficient to promptly eliminate germinated
bacteria. Finally, using in vitro culture of mouse macrophages, I showed that Bt/Bc vegetative cells
could activate the NLRP3 inflammasome pathway causing a high level of cells death. On the other side,
spores were phagocytosed but did not activate the inflammasome pathway. Altogether, these data
will help to understand why and how ingestion of Bt/Bc spores can trigger food poisoning. Moreover,
my data suggest that Bt biopesticides could be responsible for unintended effects in non-target
organisms.
References
Benguettat, O., et al., The DH31/CGRP enteroendocrine peptide triggers intestinal contractions favoring the
elimination of opportunistic bacteria. PLoS Pathog., 2018. 14(9): p. e1007279. doi:
10.1371/journal.ppat.1007279. eCollection 2018 Sep
Jensen, G.B., et al., Bacillus thuringiensis in fecal samples from greenhouse workers after exposure to B.
thuringiensis-based pesticides. Appl Environ Microbiol, 2002. 68(10): p. 4900-5.
Oliveira-Filho, E.C., et al., Toxicity assessment and clearance of Brazilian microbial pest control agents in mice.
Bull Environ Contam Toxicol, 2009. 83(4): p. 570-4. doi: 10.1007/s00128-009-9817-2. Epub 2009 Jul 9.
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Session 1 and 2 : Microbiology/Immunology
therapies

OC-3
Escherichia coli Rho GTPase-activating toxin CNF1 mediates NLRP3 inflammasome activation via
Pak1/2 during bacteraemia in mice
Océane Dufies1, Anne Doye 1, Johan Courjon 1,2, Cédric Torre 1, Gregory Michel 1, Celine Loubatier 1,
Arnaud Jacquel 1, Paul Chaintreuil 1, Alissa Majoor 1, Rodolphe R. Guinamard 1, Alexandre Gallerand 1,
Pedro H. V. Saavedra 3, Els Verhoeyen 1,4, Amaury Rey 4, Sandrine Marchetti 1, Raymond Ruimy 1,2,
Dorota Czerucka 5,6, Mohamed Lamkanfi 3, Bénédicte F. Py 4, Patrick Munro 1, Orane Visvikis 1 and
Laurent Boyer 1,6
1. Université Côte d'Azur, Inserm, C3M, Nice, France. 2. Université Côte d'Azur, CHU Nice, Nice, France.
3. Department of Internal Medicine and Pediatrics, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium.
4. CIRI, Centre International de Recherche en Infectiologie, Université de Lyon, Inserm U1111, Université Claude
Bernard Lyon 1, CNRS UMR5308, ENS de Lyon, Lyon, France.
5. Centre Scientifique de Monaco, Monaco, Monaco.
6. LIA ROPSE, Laboratoire International Associé Université Côte d'Azur, Centre Scientifique de Monaco, Nice,
France.

It is crucial for the innate immune system to detect microbes and more precisely to sense pathogens.
Many pathogens target the host Rho GTPases to invade the host and hijack the immune response.
Among them, the CNF1 toxin form UPEC constitutively activates the host Rho GTPases. We have
previously shown that the CNF1 activity is detected and triggers an immune response depending on
Caspase-1 and IL-1b?ta, suggesting the involvement of an inflammasome (Boyer et al., Immunity,
2011; Diabate et al., PLoS Pathogens, 2015). In our study, we aimed to identify which inflammasome
is responsible for the detection of CNF1 and to decipher the signaling pathway leading to
inflammasome activation (Dufies et al., Nature Microbiology, 2021). We found that the NLRP3
inflammasome detects the Rac2 constitutive activation by CNF1. This signaling pathway involves the
Rac2 effector Pak1, which phosphorylates NLRP3 on Thr659 allowing NLRP3-Nek7 interaction and
inflammasome activation. Importantly, we found that CNF1-induced IL-1b?ta secretion occurs without
cell death and is GSDMD-independent. Furthermore, inhibition of the Pak-NLRP3 axis decreases the
bacterial clearance of CNF1-expressing UTI89 E. coli during bacteraemia in mice. Our results reveal
the importance of Pak1 and NLRP3 in controlling the bacterial burden during bacteraemia in mice.
References
Boyer, L., Magoc, L., Dejardin, S., Cappillino, M., Paquette, N., Hinault, C., Charriere, G.M., Ip, W.K.E., Fracchia,
S., Hennessy, E., et al. (2011). Pathogen-derived effectors trigger protective immunity via activation of the
Rac2 enzyme and the IMD or Rip kinase signaling pathway. Immunity 35, 536-549. Diabate, M., Munro, P.,
Garcia, E., Jacquel, A., Michel, G., Obba, S., Goncalves, D., Luci, C., Marchetti, S., Demon, D., et al. (2015).
Escherichia coli ?-hemolysin counteracts the anti-virulence innate immune response triggered by the Rho
GTPase activating toxin CNF1 during bacteremia. PLoS Pathog. 11, e1004732. Dufies, O., Doye, A., Courjon, J.,
Torre, C., Michel, G., Loubatier, C., Jacquel, A., Chaintreuil, P., Majoor, A., Guinamard, R.R., et al. (2021).
Escherichia coli Rho GTPase-activating toxin CNF1 mediates NLRP3 inflammasome activation via p21-activated
kinases-1/2 during bacteraemia in mice. Nat. Microbiol. 6, 401-412.
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Session 1 and 2 : Microbiology/Immunology
therapies

OC-4
Environmental house dust mite in vitiligo skin: Impact on skin tight junction integrity, keratinocyte
function and contribution to 'flying melanocytes'.
Hanene Hadhiri-Bzioueche 1,2, S Marchetti 1,2, K Boniface3, D Debayble4, AS Gay4, L Sormani5, C
Regazzetti1,2, P Abbe 1,2, J Senechal3, S Rocchi1,2, T Passeron1,2, MK Tulic 1,2.
1.Université Côte d’Azur, INSERM U1065, Centre Méditerranéen de Médecine Moléculaire (C3M), Nice, France.
2.Côte d’Azur University. Department of Dermatology, University Hospital of Nice, France.
3.INSERM U1035, équipe Immuno-Dermatologie, Université de Bordeaux, France.
4.CNRS, Institut de Pharmacologie Moléculaire et Cellulaire, Sophia Antipolis, France
5. University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia
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Session 1 and 2 : Microbiology/Immunology
therapies

OC-5
Characterization and targeting of the molecular mechanisms involved in the generation of antiinflammatory macrophages
Paul Chaintreuil1, Arnaud Jacquel1, Patrick Auberger1, Eric Solary2,3, Eric Deutsch2,3
1. INSERM U1065, Centre Méditerranéen de Médecine Moléculaire (C3M), Nice
2. INSERM U1170, Gustave Roussy Cancer Center, Villejuif, France
3. Gustave Roussy, Université Paris-Saclay, INSERM U1030, Labex LERMIT, Villejuif, France

Macrophages are innate immune cells derived in part from circulating monocytes. Schematically, they
can be programmed (polarized) into pro-inflammatory or anti-inflammatory macrophages accordingly
the microenvironment. The anti-inflammatory macrophages are implicated in several pathologies
including fibrosis or cancers, through their immunosuppressive activity. A better knowledge of the
precise mechanisms required for their generation is crucial to identify new therapeutic targets, the
final purpose being to eliminate or reprogram them. In this context, we and others have shown that
activation of caspases is required for CSF-1-mediated differentiation of monocytes into macrophages.
Caspase-8 (CASP8) is the initial caspase activated by CSF-1. Activated CASP8 provokes, in turn, a
spatially restricted activation of CASP3 and -7 that cleave selected intracellular proteins to generate
resting macrophages. Detailed analysis of the protein sequence of 12 caspase substrates identified in
differentiating monocytes, together with the size of the protein fragments, revealed non-canonical
cleavage sites at NxxD or KxxD sequences. Moreover, we have also highlighted a differentiationspecific mode of caspase-8 activation in CSF-1-treated monocytes that requires prior cathepsin B
(CTSB) activation. Interestingly, the activation of CTSB and CASP8 is maintained during IL-4-mediated
anti-inflammatory polarization of macrophages. Finally, we took advantage of these original activation
of CASP8 during differentiation and polarization of macrophages, to target it ex vivo and in vivo. Thus,
we show that Emricasan, a clinically available caspase-8 inhibitor, blocks the ex vivo generation of
human anti-inflammatory macrophages and prevents bleomycin-induced lung fibrosis in mice, an antiinflammatory macrophage-associated disease.
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Session 1 and 2 : Microbiology/Immunology
therapies

OC-6
Testing the combination of Wolbachia-induced cytoplasmic incompatibility and Allee effect
process as a tactic to eradicate Drosophila suzukii populations
Alexandra Auguste, Xavier Fauvergue and Nicolas Ris
Université Côte d’Azur, INRAE, CNRS, ISA – Sophia Antipolis, France

With extending movements of people and goods worldwide, introductions of exotic pests are
inevitable. A crucial challenge is to develop environmentally-friendly strategies preventing the
establishment and spread of these pests. Over the last decade, increasing knowledge of the Allee
effect - low survival and/or reproduction in small populations - and its consequence on the dynamics
of introduced populations has triggered the development of interesting management tactics.
Disrupting communication between individuals, already weakened by the scarcity of social
information providers, can lead young or naive individuals to prefer poor-quality mates or habitats.
This results in decreasing population growth, and if severe enough, population extinction. The
previous tactic may be combined with others such as cytoplasmic incompatibility management (CIM)
based on the release of individuals infected with symbiotic bacteria of the genus Wolbachia. The
recent theoretical model of Blackwood et al. suggests that combining communication disruption with
CIM produces a synergic effect on the extinction of pest populations. My research aims at testing
predictions from this model on the polyphagous pest Drosophila suzukii. I will investigate the
consequences of (i) the inoculation of two strain of Wolbachia both mutually incompatible and
incompatible with the wild strain, (ii) the combined action of CIM strategy and communication
disruption on Wolbachia infection dynamics and Drosophila suzukii population dynamics. These
results would complement current knowledge on the use of multiple tactics for pest eradication and
optimize control methods of well-established D.suzukii populations. Keywords: Wolbachia,
cytoplasmic incompatibility management, social information, Allee effects, Drosophila suzukii
Reference
Blackwood, J. C., Vargas, R. &amp; Fauvergue, X. A cascade of destabilizations:Combining Wolbachia and Allee
effects to eradicate insect pests. J. Anim. Ecol. 87, 59–72 (2018).
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Session 3 and 4 : Cancerology

OC-7
Elaboration of an in vitro test for the carcinogenesis evaluation of chemical and natural
compounds used in the cosmetic industry.
Alberto Baeri, Georges Vassaux, Hervé Groux, Bernard Mari
IPMC, IMMUNOSEARCH

Toxicological tests for cosmetic products are classically performed on animal models. The prohibitive
costs of these tests as well as the evolution of the perception of the animal experimentation in the
general public have encouraged the development of in vitro tests capable of predicting the toxicity of
compounds potentially classifiable as “CMR” (Carcinogenic, Mutagenic and/or Reprotoxic).
Unsuccessful attempts to define a transcriptomic signature capable of identifying CMR compounds
have been made on two-dimensional (2D) cultures of epithelial cells, using bulk transcriptomic
approaches. In my thesis, we aim to determine whether the utilization of three-dimensional (3D)
culture of lung epithelial cells combined with single-cell transcriptomic analysis can provide hallmark
signatures of CMR compounds. We have established relevant transcriptomic signatures of CMR
compounds on lung epithelia using 2D (such as the normal human bronchial epithelium cells, BEA-2B)
and 3D cultures. 3D cultures defined as “air liquid interface” (ALI) reconstitute a differentiated
epithelium composed of different types of cells (ciliated cells, goblet cells, etc.). Two known CMR
toxicants (cadmium chloride (CdCl2), hydroquinone (HQ) were selected from the literature. ALI and
BEAS-2B cultures were first analysed by microarray gene expression profiling upon incubation with
the two toxicants. This transcriptomic analysis performed on bulk cells revealed a comparable
response based on a 200 genes signature between the two culture systems used and a better
reproducibility when using the BEAS-2B model. Next, we performed single cell analysis to identify
potential bias linked to the ALI culture systems and differences in the biological response to the
treatment at the cell subpopulations level. We identified cell-type specific responses that allowed us
to establish a transcriptomic signature for each cell type composing the ALI system in response to the
toxicants and a hierarchy of “responding cell types”. Overall, our results show that the ALI system
associated with a single cell transcriptomic analysis has the potential to provide an alternative to in
vivo inhalation toxicology studies. Further studies, involving numerous other CMR compounds will be
require to validate a canonical CMR transcriptomic signature on the various cell types of lung epithelia.
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Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) represent the 4th most aggressive cancer. 50% of
patients relapse to the usual treatments combining surgery, radiotherapy and cisplatin and die two
years after the diagnosis. Therefore, we need to find a new treatment for patients in relapse. We are
interested in polo-like kinase 1 (Plk1) protein as a new therapeutic target. Elevated expression of Plk1
has been reported in human tumors like epidermoid carcinomas and correlated to a poor prognosis
in patients at diagnosis and at relapse. Plk1 is overexpressed in two models cell lines of HNSCC and in
radiotherapy and cisplatin resistant cell lines generated in our laboratory. Here, we investigated the
anti-tumor efficacy of a new Plk1-specific inhibitor, onvansertib. It induces mitotic arrest of sensitive
and resistant HNSCC cells, chromosomic abnormalities and polyploidy leading to their apoptosis at
nanomolar concentrations without any toxic effects on normal cells. On two in vivo experimental
models, onvansertib strongly reduced tumor growth and invasion in immunodeficient mice and
zebrafishes. Its efficacy is confirmed by inducing the cell death of tumor sections of biopsies from
patients at diagnosis and at relapse. Moreover, we observed synergic effects on tumor cell death by
combining onvansertib to cisplatin and/or radiotherapy. Altogether, targeting Plk1 seems promising
therapeutic alternative for patients experimenting relapses after conventional treatments.
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Maintain tissue homeostasis is crucial for proper organ function. This maintenance is hold by stem
cells, adapting their proliferative rate to keep the good cell number and the tissue cohesion, and their
differentiation to generate all necessary cell types in good proportion. Polycomb group (PcG) proteins
are important epigenetics regulators that control gene expression of cell proliferation, signaling and
polarity. This PcG proteins mechanisms are evolutionary conserved and ranging from the plant reign
over mammals to maintain stem cell identity. PcG proteins form multimerics complexes. Two main
complexes, Polycomb repressive complex (PRC) 1 and 2, are widely involved in epigenetics regulation.
Historically these are first described through a mechanism where PRC2 is recruited to the chromatin
by polycomb responsive element to trimethylated the H3K27 and in turn recruited PRC1 to depose
H2AK119ub mark in order to repress gene expression through chromatin compaction. Thereafter, it
appears that PRC1 and PRC2 mechanisms are more dynamics and complex, and other mechanisms
excluding PRC2 or involving few PRC1 subunits where highlighted. More recently, transcription
activation role of PcG where discovered, and implication of these proteins in formation of topological
associated domains (TADs) where also revealed. All the mechanical complexity and the large range of
implication of PcG proteins in gene regulation is not well understood and many things still lacking to
discover. In Drosophila melanogaster, it was show that Psc a PRC1 component with a protein encoded
by a close gene (Suppressor of zeste two Su(z)2) act redundantly to restrict follicle stem cell
proliferation in Drosophila ovary and restrict the proliferation/maintaining the identity of the Cyst
Stem Cell in testis. We work on intestinal homeostasis using Drosophila model. We observed that their
loss in the ISC leads to neoplastic tumor formation. The neoplastic cells lose the stem cell markers and
keep dividing without the capacity to generate differentiated cells. We investigate the role of the other
components of the PcG complexes, as well as the signaling pathways and gene regulatory networks
controlled by Psc/Su(z)2 to block tumor formation. Our results will provide a better understanding of
the epigenetic mechanisms controlling the identity and proliferation of the ISC in the stem cell niche
of the Drosophila gut.
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Chronic lymphoid leukemia (CLL) is the most common adult leukemia in Western countries. The
diagnosis is established by immunophenotyping circulating B-lymphocytes. It is characterized by a
clonal proliferation and progressive accumulation of B-cell lymphocytes CD19 + CD5 and CD23+(1).
The lymphocytes usually infiltrate peripheral blood (PB), bone marrow (BM) and secondary lymphoid
organs (SLO). Whereas there is an acute proliferation in SLO, CLL cells are quiescent in PB. Despite a
broad therapeutic arsenal, no single therapeutic agent has been recognized so far as the ultimate
treatment of CLL. Many resistances and side effects associated with treatment are emerging and are
responsible for relapses or refractory disease. This can be explained by the persistence of residual
disease due to chemoresistant lymphatic niches (2,3). The importance of the BCR signaling pathways
and the complexity of the cellular and molecular interactions require the development of an ex-vivo
lymphoid model that reproduces the microenvironment of the CLL niche resistance that appears
essential to identify and validate new therapeutic targets. We developed an ex-vivo tumoroid model
obtained by using PBMC from patients with CLL and co-cultivated with lymphatic (HLF, lymphatic
niche) fibroblasts stimulated by TLR9 agonist and interleukin 2. A higher survival and proliferation of
CLL have been observed in co-culture with HLF (lymphatic niche). Survival and proliferation were
studied by flow cytometry (BD Canto II bioscience) using annexin V-FITC apoptosis detection kit and
KI67 antibodies. Anti-apoptotic proteins were increased in co-culture (MCL1 and BCL2). In addition,
using a Seahorse device, differential metabolic changes were observed between CLL cells co-cultured
with and without lymphatic fibroblasts. Western Blot analysis found an up-regulation of key glycolysis
proteins in co-culture. An increase production of lactate associated with a consumption of glucose
were observed with an YSI device in lymphatic niche. We will improve our co-culture by using
stimulation of BCR (4). Then we will test SCENITH methodology to analyze cell metabolism in lymphatic
niche. Metabolism will be also tested in lymph node from CLL patients with an immunohistochemical
methods. Our study aims to develop the combination of anti-glycolytic drugs with conventional
chemotherapeutics to achieve MRD negative in lymphatic niche.
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The link between cholesterol efflux and tumor biology remains sparse but could be exploited to
unravel cancer vulnerabilities. Here, we identified local and systemic perturbations of cholesterol
efflux pathways in human lung adenocarcinoma. Using a mouse model of lung-tumor bearing
KRASG12D mutation, we identified that disruption of cholesterol efflux pathways by specific
inactivation of Abca1 and Abcg1 in macrophages or epithelial cancer cells promoted a pro-tolerogenic
tumor microenvironment (TME) and tumor growth, respectively. Overexpression of the
apolipoprotein A-I, to raise HDL levels, limited the cholesterol lung retention and protected these mice
from tumor development and dire pathologic consequences. Mechanistically, defective cholesterol
efflux in epithelial cancer cells governed their transcriptional landscape to support their expansion
and created TME heterogeneity that compromises anti-tumor immunity. Thus, cholesterol removal
reduced tumor burden in progressing tumor. Our results position cholesterol removal therapy as a
putative metabolic target in lung cancer.
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Understanding how non-canonical functions of telomerase promote cell proliferation in vivo
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Telomerase is a ribonucleoprotein that plays critical roles in tissue homeostasis, regeneration, and in
cancer. As a reverse transcriptase that synthesizes telomere repeats, telomerase maintains telomere
length and prevent senescence, apoptosis and massive chromosome instability. In addition, there is
mounting evidences that the protein component of telomerase TERT exhibits other activities that play
key roles in both progenitor and cancer cells. In particular, the adult mammalian kidney shows a high
sensitivity to TERT non-canonical functions. Thus, conditional overexpression of TERT in the adult
mouse triggers brisk reprogramming of kidney epithelium in dedifferentiated and proliferating cells.
However, the molecular mechanisms underlying this ability of TERT to reprogram kidney epithelium
in vivo remain unknown. In this study, we aimed to characterize the molecular mechanisms targeted
by TERT upon in vivo reprogramming. Toward that goal, we performed high-throughput sequencing
on TERT-activated kidney epithelial cells that have been FACS sorted at different time point along their
cellular reprogramming. This approach allowed us to identify potential master regulators and effectors
of TERT-induced reprogramming. In addition, pathway analysis unexpectedly showed that one of the
first signalling pathways targeted by TERT during reprogramming involves remodelling and interaction
with the extracellular matrix (ECM). In addition, we found that aging, which is characterized by
profound changes in the ECM properties within the kidney, restrains TERT non-canonical functions. I
am currently using in vitro approaches that aim to determine the role of age-associated alteration of
the mechanical properties of the ECM in modulating TERT functions. In addition, telomerase plays
critical roles in cancer, and is reactivated in 90% of advanced human cancers. Thus, we aimed to
determine how age-associated deterioration of ECM modulates pro-tumorigenic functions of TERT in
vivo. Because TERT exhibits potent non-canonical functions on skin epithelium in vivo, I used a
chemically-induced skin cancer model to address this question. I am currently assessing the impact of
TERT on skin cancer initiation and progression in young and old mice. Our data provide critical new
insight for understanding regulation of telomerase non-canonical functions in vivo and thus represent
a critical step to develop efficient and innovative therapies targeting telomerase.
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The deubiquitinase USP9X controls melanoma cell migration and mechanotransduction through
YAP stabilization
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The ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS) uses ubiquitin as a tag for proteasomal degradation.
Deubiquitinases (DUBs) removes ubiquitin from their targets to prevent their degradation and
together with USP, they are gatekeepers of protein homeostasis. In cancer, DUBs can be hijacked to
activate oncogenic pathways, thereby enhancing tumor cell proliferative and/or invasive properties.
Cutaneous melanoma is an aggressive cancer with a high propensity to form metastasis and resistance
to targeted therapies, influenced by tumor microenvironnement. Recently our lab showed that
extracellular matrix (ECM) stiffening and mechanotransduction play an important role in proliferation,
migration and drug resistance through the mechanosensor YAP activation. In this study, we
investigated the role of DUBs in melanoma cell migration/invasion and mechanotranduction
pathways.
Using a library of small interfering RNA targeting human DUBs, we identified USP9X as
a novel regulator of melanoma cell motility. We confirmed that USP9X genetic depletion or
pharmacological inhibition impaired melanoma cell migration and invasion. Interestingly, in silico
analysis showed a potential interaction between USP9X and YAP and a correlation between its
expression and YAP signature genes in melanoma. Consistently, biochemical analysis of melanoma
cells plated on collagen matrices with various stiffnesses revealed that both USP9X and YAP protein
expression were increased on stiff compared to soft substrates. We thus hypothesized that USP9X
regulates levels of YAP in melanoma cells through its DUB activity. To test this, we showed that YAP
expression decreased at protein but not at mRNA level upon USP9X depletion in melanoma cells. Using
a GST-TUBE (Tandem Ubiquitin Binding Entities) pulldown approach, we observed an increased polyubiquitination of YAP in cells treated with G9 and the proteasome inhibitor bortezomib, indicating
that USP9X deubiquitinates YAP to prevent its proteasomal degradation. Consistent with a role in
mechanotranduction upstream of YAP, USP9X inhibition impaired YAP nuclear translocation and
activity. Finally, we found that similar to YAP, USP9X is necessary for remodelling 3D collagen matrices
mediated by melanoma cells. Our study indicates that USP9X is a novel regulator of melanoma cell
invasion and mechanotransduction pathways through stiffness-dependent stabilization of the
mechanosensor YAP. We therefore propose USP9X as a potential “mechano-DUB” in melanoma.
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Very few non-small lung cancer (NSCLC) patients respond to current therapies including
immunotherapy. Therefore, new therapeutic strategies to improve treatment are urgently needed.
We have shown that purinergic receptor P2RX7 restrains tumor progression and favors antitumor
immune response (1). We therefore suggested that amplifying P2RX7’s antitumor activities would
effectively inhibit tumor growth by enhancing P2RX7’s activation. P2RX7 is activated by high
extracellular ATP (eATP) levels found in the tumor microenvironment (2). Its activation leads to
calcium influx and macropore opening that could lead to cell death (3). P2RX7’s activation also induces
NLRP3 inflammasome assembly that leads to IL-1b and IL-18 release (4). We synthesized a series of
molecules that enhance P2RX7’s activities to test our hypothesis. The most potent molecule is named
HEI3090. We have shown that HEI3090 is a positive modulator of P2RX7 and enhances its activation
only in the presence of eATP. HEI3090 inhibits lung tumor growth in a transplantable syngeneic lung
tumor mouse model. HEI3090 triggers an antitumor immune response relying on IL-18 release by
dendritic cells via the eATP/P2RX7/NLRP3 pathway. Moreover, HEI3090 enhances tumor
immunogenicity and sensitizes lung tumors to immunotherapy. Indeed, its combination with aPD-1
cures 80% of transplanted mice and decreases by 60% tumor burden in an oncogene-induced lung
tumor mouse model (5). Overall, our results highlight a new therapeutic strategy in NSCLC and
highlight IL-18 as an important sensitizing cytokine to immunotherapy.
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In vivo, stem cells evolve in an environment composed of chemical and mechanical signals. The
integration of these extrinsic signals defines the fate of a stem cell. Here, we investigate the role of
UBTD1 (UBiquiTin-like Domain protein 1) on prostate stem cell proliferation/differentiation balance
and epithelial cell layer architecture. We first show, by super-resolution microscopy, that part of
UBTD1 is located at the plasma membrane of prostate epithelial cells. By a mutagenesis approach, we
demonstrate that this localization is dependent on the presence of a myristoylation site on the Nterminal domain of the protein. Next, by a proteomic analysis we detect that UBTD1 is associated with
proteins of a "plasma membrane-actin cortex module". We show, that the knock-down of UBTD1
decreases the modulus of elasticity in tension (Young's Modulus) of epithelial cells. Then, by using a
cell model (RWPE-1) that can form 3D cell structures, called acini, we find that the over-expression of
UBTD1 modifies the shape of the epithelial cells (cuboidal) and increases their contact surface
reinforcing, de facto, the mechanical resistance of the acini. Coherently with the acini phenotype,
overexpression of UBTD1 during organoid development induces the formation of organoids showing
an over-stabilization of cell-cell junctions. To capture all the cellular events induced by UBTD1 on stem
cell proliferation and differentiation, we are now performing a single cell trajectory analysis in our
organoid model.
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Introduction:The liver remains the main source of ATP production,a substrate for ectonucleotidases
to produce Pyrophosphate(PPi).Plasma levels of PPi([PPi]pl) depends on the hepatic expression of
ABCC6 in rats.PPi is hydrolysed by Alkaline phosphatase (ALP),whose activity increased with
cholestasis.[PPi]pl decrease during chronic kidney disease and we demonstrated that kidney
transplantation partially restored [PPi]pl.The objective of our study is to determine [PPi]pl before and
after a liver transplantation(LT) on human and highlighted mechanisms involved in the variation of
[PPi]pl. Methods:Patients on the waiting list for LT were included with a scan to measure arterial
calcifications(AC).At baseline and 3 months after LT,serum and urine levels of PPi,renal fractional
excretion of PPi(FePPi),albuminemia,plasma activities of NPP and ALP were determined.LT candidates
were separated in two groups according to CHILD score.Surgical biopsies were performed on the
native liver. Results were expressed as median±IQ and t-test were used. Results:29 patients were
included and 12 were liver transplanted.[PPi]pl were low in LT candidates compared to
controls(0.86[0.64-1.27] vs 1.66[1.31–1.72]µmol/L;p&lt;0.001).[PPi]pl was restore in LT
recipients(1.40[1.07-1.86]µmol/L,p=0.005 vs before LT and p=0.34 vs controls).[PPi]pl before LT were
correlated with CHILD Score(r=-0.43;p=0.02) and with ALP activity (r=-0.43;p=0.02).Results do not
persist after LT(r=-0.50;p=0.09).FePPi were not different in LT candidates and recipients(p=0.08)and
similar to controls(p=0.30).ENPP1 activities were not different between controls and LT candidates
(p=0.87).The AC coronary and aortic scores were not different in patients with mild versus severe liver
cirrhosis and no correlated with [PPi]pl or ALP activity. Discussion:Patients with liver cirrhosis have a
low [PPi]pl and restoration of a liver function after LT normalizes [PPi]pl. The lack of correlation
between AC scores and [PPi]pl does not preclude a pro-calcifying role of low [PPi]pl and a longitudinal
study is necessary. The low [PPi]pl in LT candidates is partly accounted for by a high hydrolyzation rate
due to higher ALP activity but does not depend neither on NPP activity,nor on the renal excretion of
PPi.PCR and IHC analysis are ongoing to 1/assess correlations between the liver expression of
molecules involved in PPi homeostasis;2/compare expression of these molecules in the liver of
patients with severe versus moderate cirrhosis.
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Pancreatic beta-cells, as the main producers of the solely hypoglycemic hormone insulin, play a crucial
role in glucose homeostasis and their dysfunction leads irrevocably to a sustained excess of glucose
level in the blood. This hyperglycemia is characteristic of diabetes of which type 2 diabetes (T2D)
represents 90% of cases and affects more than 463 million people worldwide. It is the leading cause
of kidney failure, amputations, and blindness in adults, and is characterized by a resistance to insulin
action and an insufficient insulin secretion. The deterioration of insulin secretion and decrease of
pancreatic beta-cell mass by gradual inflammatory attacks is one of the main pathophysiological
features of T2D and makes the onset of this pathology progressive and insidious along several
decades. Therefore, preserving beta-cell mass and stimulating insulin secretion only in response to
glucose for avoiding the hypoglycemia risks, are the most state-of-the-art option for the treatment of
T2D. In this context, we aimed to decipher in pancreatic beta cells the potential protective role of
peptides derived from sortilin, a protein involved in important neuroendocrine functions. In particular,
we tested two correlated hypothesis : 1/ the endogenous peptide released from sortilin, known as PE
and that stimulates insulin secretion only in response to glucose, protects beta-cells against death
induced by cytokines, and 2/ Spadin and Mini-Spadin, two synthetic peptides derived from PE, that
mimic the effects of PE in insulin secretion, also provide beneficial effect on beta-cells survival. We
show that PE and its derivatives by inducing a rise of intracellular calcium concentration by
depolarizing the membrane, protect beta-cells against death induced by Interleukin-1beta. In
addition, using biochemical, confocal imaging and cell biology techniques, we reveal that the
protective effects of PE and its derivatives rely on the activation of the CaM-Kinase pathway, and on
the phosphorylation and activation of the transcription factor CREB. In addition, Mini-Spadin
promotes beta cell proliferation, suggesting its possible regenerative effect. Overall, these results
highlight new possible roles of PE in pancreatic beta-cell survival and its derivatives as pharmacological
tools against diabetes.
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Mutations in the polycystins cause autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD). Here we
show that transmembrane protein 33 (TMEM33) interacts with the ion channel polycystin-2 (PC2) at
the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membrane, enhancing its opening. Consequently, TMEM33 reduces
intracellular calcium content in a PC2-dependent manner, impairs lysosomal calcium refilling and
function and as a consequence sensitize cells to apoptosis. Invalidation of TMEM33 in the mouse
exerts a potent protection against renal ER stress. Together, our results identify a key role for TMEM33
in the regulation of intracellular calcium homeostasis of renal proximal convoluted tubule cells and
establish a causal link between TMEM33 and acute kidney injury.
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Bax Inhibitor 1 (BI-1) is an anti-apoptotic protein located in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membrane
(Chae et al, Mol Cell). BI-1 is known to be the endogenous inhibitor of IRE1a, an evolutionarily
conserved endoplasmic reticulum membrane protein involved in a fine-tuned regulation of cell
survival in response to endoplasmic reticulum stress (ER stress). In ER stress conditions, BI-1 inhibits
the endoribonuclease (RNase) activity of IRE1a and promotes cell survival (Bailly Maitre et al, J. Biol.
Chem ; Lisbona et al, Mol Cell). Thanks to the BI-1 deficient mouse model, we previously reported
that the IRE1a's RNase is constitutively active in the liver. Under a high fat diet (HFD), BI-1 deficient
mice developed insulin resistance and steatohepatitis due to an overwhelmed activity of IRE1a RNase
(Lebeaupin et al, Hepatology). In basal conditions, we observed that BI-1 deficient mice are
hyperglycemic, with an aggravation of the phenotype under HFD challenge. We found less circulating
insulin levels in the sera of BI-1 KO mice, compared to BI-1 WT mice. Thus, we hypothesized that the
BI-1 deficiency could predispose to pancreatic injury. We confirmed that BI-1 deficiency is associated
with increased pancreatic injury as revealed by elevated lipase levels correlating with b-cell death
staining (TUNEL) in steady state conditions and under HFD conditions. In addition, by performing H&E
and insulin staining, we observed less and smaller pancreatic islets in BI-1 KO mice. In response to
glucose stimulation, BI-1 KO mice secrete less insulin (GSIS). Finally, we observed an increased
expression of CHOP and BIP at gene levels, two ER stress markers in pancreatic b cells isolated from
BI-1 KO mice. After treatment with STF, a pharmacological inhibitor of the RNase activity of IRE1a in
HFD conditions, we observed a correction of the pancreatic injury leading to a reduction in lipase levels
in BI-1 KO mice. The inhibition of the RNase activity of IRE1a also leads to a normalization of the
glycemia in both WT and BI-1 KO mice, respectively. In conclusion, these data suggest that BI-1 is a
key regulator of ER-stress induced b-cell death conferring protection against pancreatic injury and the
development of associated metabolic disorders. The pharmacological inhibition of the IRE1a's RNase
activity corrects the diabetic pathological features in BI-1 KO mice, highlighting its potential role in
diabetes mellitus pathophysiology and relevance as a therapeutic target.
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Acid-sensing ion channels (ASIC) are cationic channels expressed in both central and peripheral
nervous systems, involved in many aspects of nociception. Extracellular pH variations are seen as the
principal endogenous signal that triggers activation of ASIC, which are basically considered as proton
sensors (Krishtal and Pidoplichko, 1980). In recent years lysophosphatidylcholine (LPC) alone or in
combination with arachidonic acid have also been shown to activate ASIC3 channels in the absence of
extracellular acidification and produced pain behaviours in mouse (Hung et al., 2020; Jacquot et al.,
2021; Marra et al., 2016; Pidoux et al., 2020). Very recently, we detected elevated levels of LPC in the
synovial fluids of patients with painful joint diseases, and demonstrated that intra-articular
administration of LPC produced ASIC3-dependent chronic pain state in mice, mimicking human
symptoms (Jacquot et al., 2021). To further study the effect of lipids on ASIC3, we investigated here
whether structural analogues of LPC, i.e., lysoplatelet-activating-factor (lysoPAF) and plateletactivating-factor (PAF) both belonging to the alkyl-ether family of lipids can also affect the channel
activity. We show that, LysoPAF, PAF and LPC activates and potentiates ASIC3 currents while they
have no effects on ASIC1a channels. The PAF receptor (PAFR) inhibitors (Ginkgolide B and Apafant)
have no impact on the lipid effects observed on ASIC3 channels, strongly suggesting direct effect on
the channel. At resting pH7.4, without extracellular acidification, lysoPAF, PAF and LPC generates a
progressive and non-inactivating ASIC3 current with similar kinetics, which suggest a common
mechanism of action on the channel. We also show that these lipids generate a progressive and noninactivating current associated to membrane depolarisation on mouse dorsal root ganglia (mDRG)
neurons. These effects observed are strongly decreased in ASIC3-KO mDRG neurons. These findings
open the way to new roles for endogenous ether lipids in ion channel regulations and on their
potential involvement in pain.
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Parkinson's disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative disease characterized by the loss of dopaminergic
neurons at substantia nigra and the presence of neurotoxic cytoplasmic inclusions termed Lewy
bodies. PD is an age-related disease and genetically categorized in sporadic and familial forms1. Parkin
and alpha-synuclein are two key therapeutic targets of PD associated to both sporadic and familial PD.
Parkin is an E3 ubiquitin-ligase protein that degrades proteins via the proteasomal machinery. Our
laboratory discovered that parkin is a transcription factor (TF) protein2 that regulates multiples targets
as p53, PS1 and PS23. Moreover, they identified a common putative parkin responsive element (PkRE)
for parkin by comparing the promotor regions of Parkin targets4,5. Interestingly in silico studies showed
the presence of PkRE at promotor region at SNCA gene of alpha-synuclein. The alpha-synuclein protein
is a major component of Lewy Body and is degraded by chaperone mediated autophagy (CMA). Under
normal conditions, alpha-synuclein has a monomeric form and is considered neuroprotective.
However, it can also undergo major structural changes and form highly organized amyloid-like fibrils
and the accumulation of which is associated to neuronal cell death in PD. Curiously, studies with PD
patient's brain samples indicate an opposite regulation of alpha-synuclein protein and mRNA levels.
This dichotomy raises the question of how is alpha-synuclein is regulated in PD. Thus, the hypothesis
of the project is that parkin regulates alpha-synuclein at multiple levels explaining the
increase/decrease of alpha-synuclein protein/mRNA levels in human PD brains. The main objective is
to determine the precise mechanisms underlying alpha-synuclein regulation by parkin in PD.
Therefore, we have overexpressed and depleted parkin in vitro and examined the impact of parkin
modulation to alpha-synuclein and CMA regulation by biochemical approaches. We also evaluated the
effect of parkin invalidation to its targets regulation in mice brain according to age. So far, we have
demonstrated that parkin overexpression and invalidation inversely modulates alpha-synuclein
protein and mRNA levels in vitro. Parkin knockout mice brain showed an age dependent regulation of
alpha-synuclein at protein and mRNA levels corroborating the implication of parkin TF function to
alpha-synuclein control in vivo.
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Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disease characterized by a progressive and an
irreversible loss of neurons causing dementias. The understanding of the underlying
pathophysiological mechanisms and the identification of new therapeutic targets are urgently needed.
Amyloid beta peptide (Abeta), an amyloid precursor protein (APP) fragment, plays a central role in AD
progression and is directly linked to several intraneuronal defects. Moreover, at early stage of AD
development, mitochondria show a diminution of ATP production and generate more toxic reactive
oxygen species (ROS). Previous team’s studies demonstrated the toxicity of APP-C-terminal fragments
(APP-CTFs), independently from Abeta [1]. Also, they reported that APP-CTFs localize into
mitochondria-associated membranes [2]. In a recent study I co-signed [3], we demonstrated that APPCTFs accumulation triggers excessive mitochondrial morphology alteration, associated with enhanced
mitochondrial ROS production. We also revealed basal mitophagy failure characterized by the
accumulation of autophagic markers (LC3II and I) and mitochondrial proteins without the degradation
of autophagic ones (P62/SQSTM1) and unchanged expression of mitophagic initiation proteins (Pink1
and Parkin). We linked these impairments with a deficient fusion of mitochondria with lysosomes.
These results were confirmed in vivo in young AD transgenic mice accumulating APP-CTFs fragments,
highlighting the precocity of these alterations. Importantly, we reported mitochondrial accumulation
of APP-CTFs in human post-mortem sporadic AD (SAD) brains correlating with mitophagy failure
molecular signature. Accumulation of altered mitochondria participates to AD progression; this
impaired renewal is directly linked to mitochondrial transport defects. In axons, ATP local delivery and
mitophagy are respectively dependent of the anterograde and retrograde transport of mitochondria.
In a second study, I characterized the mitochondrial transport machinery in cellular AD models and
demonstrated the contribution of APP-CTFs accumulation by biochemical and imagery approaches.
Importantly, these observations were supported by data in post-mortem human SAD brains. I am also
studying how genetic modulation of mitochondria movement machinery may impact in turn
mitochondrial function and mitophagy defects in AD. Ultimately, these studies will help to identify
new therapeutic targets against mitochondria defects at early stages of AD.
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Objectives: Acoustic-verbal hallucinatory experiences (AVH) represent a prevalence of 12% in the
general pediatric population. They are most often considered as a transient and benign developmental
phenomenon, associated with mood and anxiety disorders. The persistence of AVHs for several years
and into adolescence would represent a poor prognosis of progression into a psychiatric disorder, and
more particularly psychotic disorder. The alteration of social and emotional cognitive markers are
described as prodromal of this unfavorable progression, which should be considered within the
continuum between subclinical and clinical signs of the psychosis. The objective of this study is to
assess these markers in children and adolescents with AVH and their correlation with the presence
and persistence of hallucinations. Methods: Multicenter prospective case-control study, longitudinal
over 6 months. Patients are included on the presence of HAV on clinical examination. Forty subjects
aged 8 to 16 years from a clinical pediatric population were included. They are divided into two groups
according to the Diagnostic Interview Schedule for Children-Child version: a group with AVH, and a
group without HAV. A diagnosis of schizophrenia spectrum disorder is a non-inclusion criterion
according to the criteria of DSM 5 (K-SADS-PL). It is matched to the control group without AVH (AVH–
) according to sex, age (+/- 6 months) and associated psychiatric diagnoses assessed by the MINI-Kid.
The marker of social cognition is assessed with the NEPSY II test. The emotional marker is assessed
with the self-questionnaires: EED IV, which highlights the emotions currently being felt by the subject,
and the BAVQ-R, which categorizes the child's emotions in reaction to AVH. Results: No significant link
was found between the social and emotional cognition markers and the presence of AVH at T0. At 6
months, 50% of subjects in the AVH + group suffer from persistent AVH and 18% progress to a
diagnosis of schizophrenia spectrum disorder. The persistence of AVH is not significantly correlated
with the marker of social cognition. It is significantly correlated with the presence of negative
emotions (sadness, fear, hostility and anger) and inversely correlated with emotions of joy.
Conclusion: In this study, AVH experiences in the pediatric population are not linked to markers of
social cognition but negative emotions appear as early markers of AVH persistence.
References: (1) Maijer K, Begemann MJH, Palmen SJMC, Leucht S, Sommer IEC. Auditory hallucinations across
the lifespan: a systematic review and meta-analysis. Psychol Med. 2017 Sep 28;1–10. (2) Healy C, Brannigan R,
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The presence of an odor identification disorder is validated as a clinical biomarker of Alzheimer's
disease(1). However, the lack of specificity of current tests, particularly on the olfactory identification
aspect and the difficulty of using the olfactory tests available in clinical care is emphasized(2). Due to
its links with emotional brain structures, the assessment of olfaction also appears relevant in the
assessment of emotional disorders(3,4). Finally, the assessment of olfactory identification has been
used in patients with post-COVID 19 disorders. The subject of this thesis was to verify whether an
olfactory test based on the identification of odorants can be useful in the diagnosis of Alzheimer's
disease, the assessment of apathy and the assessment of post-COVID disorders. This thesis is
composed of four studies: The first study aimed to obtain clinical and fundamental recommendations
for the development of a new olfactory test. It was carried out through a national survey of French
memory clinics physicians and a focus group performed with an expert panel of olfaction researchers.
We could verify that a very limited number of practicians use olfactive tests in memory centers (4%).
The researchers' recommendations allowed the development of a new test. The second study aimed
to validate the value of the olfactory test developed following these recommendations, in France and
Montreal, Quebec. Two protocols (multicentric in France and monocentric in Montreal) have been
implemented. Control and Alzheimer's patients were included and we compared their scores to the
olfactive test, and this olfactory test allow to differentiate significantly the MCI group from the control
group in France and Quebec. The third study highlighted the correlation between odor scores and the
degree of apathy, whether in the context of Alzheimer's disease or post-COVID-19 olfactory disorders,
showing a significant relationship between emotional reduction and loss of taste. The fourth study
involved post-COVID 19 patients with persistent loss of smell. We checked whether the olfactory test
correlated with their complaint and whether the odor identification disorder was related to the
disorder of semantic memory. We highlighted in post COVID-19 consequences, a correlation between
qualitative olfactory loss, olfactive identification scores and semantic memory scores.
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Left-Right (L-R) asymmetries are found across the animal kingdom and are fundamental to animal
development. In fish, a transient fluid filled organ – Kupffer’s Vesicle (KV) - is considered as the LeftRight Organizer (LRO). The Nodal ligand Southpaw (Spaw) is expressed symmetrically in cells that
surround the KV. The beating of motile cilia in the KV then establish a directional fluid flow that
enhances the expression of the Nodal antagonist Dand5 on the right side of the embryo. On the left
side, spaw expression spreads from the posterior of the embryo to the anterior of the embryo through
auto-induction and directs laterality of heart, brain and viscera. Contrary to the mechanism present
in fish, Drosophila uses Myosin1D locally to establish L-R asymmetry of individual tissues. Despite
these seemingly different mechanisms, Myosin1D acts as an evolutionary conserved regulator of L-R
asymmetry. Our lab showed that Zebrafish myo1d orients cilia in the LRO to produce a functional fluid
flow. In addition to myo1d, the zebrafish genome encodes the closely related myo1g. LRO flow
visualization demonstrates that myo1d; myo1g double mutants do not display additional flow defects.
Despite this fact, the double mutants present enhanced laterality defects. While LRO disruptions are
known to affect the laterality of all downstream tissues, the enhanced defects of myo1d; myo1g
double mutants occur in a tissue-specific fashion in the heart and brain, but not in the viscera. This
could hint at Myo1 functions independent of the LRO flow. Our work reveals that myo1g regulates the
initiation of spaw expression independent of the LRO flow. During this process, Myo1G interacts with
Notch signalling. Faulty induction of spaw in myo1g mutants causes its expression to be limited to the
posterior lateral plate mesoderm of the embryo alone. This leads to defective laterality establishment
in the anterior organs – brain and heart, while posterior organ – viscera establishes proper laterality.
These findings signify that the functions of Myosin1 proteins in vertebrate LR asymmetry extends
beyond the control of the LRO flow. Understanding the genetic and molecular basis of this control
mechanism will generate novel insights into the regulation of the Nodal pathway that is critical not
only for L-R asymmetry but also for anterior-posterior axis formation and cancer development.
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Axis specification is an essential and highly regulated process during embryogenesis. In some species,
this process is facilitated by maternal factors that are localized in distinct regions of the egg, while in
others, this process is entirely dependent on zygotic factors. In deuterostomes including the sea
urchin embryo, axis specification critically relies on the zygotic expression the TGFbeta ligand Nodal.
nodal is the first zygotic gene differentially expressed along the Dorsal-Ventral axis, and Nodal
signaling orchestrates patterning along the secondary axis first by specifying the ventral ectoderm and
second by inducing the expression of BMP2/4, which acts as a relay to specify the dorsal ectoderm.
The expression of Nodal is restricted to the presumptive ventral territory of the embryo. Recently, it
was discovered by our group that a maternally expressed TGFbeta-like ligand known as Panda is
necessary for this early spatial restriction of nodal expression. panda transcripts are deposited in the
egg in a dorsal to ventral gradient, opposite to nodal. Blocking the translation of panda mRNA results
in nodal expression no longer being restricted to the ventral territory. panda morphants are
ventralized and show ectopic expression of nodal. Therefore, in the highly regulative sea urchin
embryo, the secondary axis is already penciled in by the gradient of panda mRNA. However, the
mechanism by which the maternal factor Panda restricts nodal expression remains enigmatic. My PhD
project aims to get a better understanding of Panda function, and the possible involvement of other
maternally expressed proteins in the spatial restriction of nodal. My findings suggest that Panda acts
as an antagonist of Nodal signaling. Panda physically interacts with several components of the Nodal
Receptor system. In addition, early nodal expression was also found to be regulated by the activity
other maternally expressed proteins - the Receptor Tyrosine Kinase RET and its co-receptor GFRAL,
which are known activators of the MAPK pathway. Therefore, this study also uncovers a novel role of
the RET activated MAPK pathway upstream of nodal expression. Apart from body axis specification,
Nodal and RET are also associated with several cancer types and metabolic disorders. Therefore,
understanding their regulation and function during embryogenesis may provide us with novel insights
into their roles in such diseases.
References
(1) Duboc V, Rottinger E, Besnardeau L, Lepage T. Nodal and BMP2/4 signaling organizes the oral-aboral axis of
the sea urchin embryo. Dev Cell. 2004.
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Role of Perlecan, a basement membrane component, in the inter-organ communication leading to
a developmental transition
Prune Smolen, Sandrine Pizette, Pascal Thérond
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Puberty is the switch from a juvenile to a sexually mature adult state. It is triggered by a
neuroendocrine axis which induces the production of steroid hormones. This developmental
transition is controlled through an inter-organ communication as it normally occurs only when all
peripheral tissues have completed their growth and maturation. Yet, how the neuroendocrine axis
detects organ status is not fully characterized. To study how the timing of puberty is determined, I use
Drosophila melanogaster. Drosophila shows strong molecular conservation with mammals, but a
lower functional redundancy. We therefore took advantage of this model system to address the role
of the basement membrane (BM), a specialized extracellular matrix, in this inter-organ
communication. Drosophila metamorphosis is very similar to puberty. Indeed, akin to humans,
metamorphosis is controlled by signals produced by brain neurons which regulate the activity of a
neuroendocrine gland, the ring gland (RG), leading to the production of a steroid hormone, the
Ecdysone. Many systemic signals secreted by different tissues are known to regulate Ecdysone
production, including BMP. By focusing on Perlecan (Pcan), the major proteoglycan of the BM, we
found that the BM controls the timing of metamorphosis. Further, we discovered that Pcan is
necessary for Ecdysone production, but not its reception. We then studied the influence of Pcan on
the level of circulating BMP. BMP is transported in the animal to inhibit Ecdysone synthesis in the RG.
When the secretion of circulating BMP ceases, Ecdysone is produced and metamorphosis ensues. We
have observed that Pcan expression increases in peripheral tissues just before metamorphosis, and
that Pcan inhibits BMP activity in these tissues, suggesting that Pcan can block BMP secretion by
sequestering it. Nevertheless, our results demonstrate that Pcan does not alter BMP signaling in the
RG. To identify the systemic signal that is regulated by the BM, I have started to perform a tissuebased screen and found that Pcan function is required in the RG. I am currently testing whether Pcan
mechanically controls the secretion of the Ecdysone by the RG, or whether it regulates the reception
of circulating factors other than BMP that signal to the RG to induce the synthesis of Ecdysone. This
work should allow a better understanding of how organs communicate with each other through Pcan
and the basement membrane to define the timing of puberty.
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Gene expression must be adapted to cellular activity. Upon quiescence or stress, RNAs that associate
with proteins can phase separate into aggregates. Here, using C. elegans germline as a model, we
investigated how RNA aggregation controls the organization and expression of the transcriptome
during quiescent and active oogenesis. Single molecule FISH (smFISH) revealed that during active
oogenesis, repressed mRNAs co-assemble into nano-aggregates that contain ~4 mRNAs per cluster.
Nano-aggregates can unexpectedly accumulate up to 90% of a repressed mRNA, a fraction previously
underestimated because nano-aggregates are bellow classical microscopy resolution. In quiescent
oocytes, RNAs aggregate into super-assemblies that can be as large as nuclei, up to 10 ?m in diameter,
each can contain over 10,000 copies of specific transcripts. smFISH combined with aggregates
purification and sequencing revealed that 50% of the oocyte transcriptome localizes to RNA
aggregates upon quiescence. mRNA accumulation efficiency ranged from &lt;10% to &gt;90%
depending on the transcript. Strikingly for constitutively repressed transcripts, the fraction of
aggregated mRNA molecules remained stable regardless of cellular activity. Next, we wanted to test
how RNA expression levels impact aggregation. By manipulating RNA levels in vivo, we first showed
that at very low concentration repressed mRNAs remain soluble. However, repressed mRNAs start to
aggregate past a saturation concentration. Thus, our results fit a concentration-dependent phase
separation model. As concentration raises, mRNAs start aggregating into homotypic nano-aggregates
that can later coalesce into heterotypic super-assemblies without mixing. In addition, while most
repressed RNAs aggregate, 75% of RNA binging proteins (RBPs) with repressive functions remain
soluble. As a result, disruption of RNA super-assemblies led to a 10-fold increase in repressed mRNA
concentrations in the cytosol while RBP concentration remained almost unchanged. Altogether these
results suggest that RNA aggregation compensates for the limited number of translational repressors
in quiescent oocytes. In conclusion, we propose a model in which RNA aggregation buffers the
accumulation of repressed mRNAs upon quiescence to maintain robust RNA:repressor stoichiometry
and efficient translation repression.
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In model organisms, epigenome dynamics underlie a plethora of biological processes. The role of
epigenetic mechanisms in development and parasitism in plant-parasitic nematodes remains
unknown. The root-knot nematode Meloidogyne incognita adapts rapidly to unfavorable conditions,
despite its clonal reproduction. This remarkable feature is probably a consequence of its unusual
genome structure, but epigenetic mechanisms, such as histone modifications, may also be involved.
We studied histone modifications in M. incognita, by performing chromatin immunoprecipitation
followed by high-throughput sequencing. The distribution of five histone modifications revealed the
existence of strong epigenetic signatures, as in the model nematode Caenorhabditis elegans. We
investigated their impact on chromatin structure and TE-rich regions and assessed the influence of the
chromatin landscape on gene expression at two developmental stages: eggs, and pre-parasitic
juveniles. H3K4me3 was strongly correlated with high levels of expression for genes implicated in the
biology of M. incognita. We also showed that histone modifications are a component of the regulation
of pathogenicity-related genes. In this pioneering study, we establish a comprehensive framework for
the importance of epigenetic mechanisms in plant-parasitic nematodes.
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Copper responsive microRNAs are involved in the formation of galls induced by root knot
nematodes in Arabidopsis thaliana
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Root-knot nematodes (RKN), Meloidogyne spp., are microscopic plant-parasitic worms infecting roots
of more than 5 000 cultivated plant species and causing massive crop yield losses worldwide.
Intriguingly, RKN induce the formation of root galls by inducing the dedifferentiation of root cells into
giant hypermetabolic and multinucleate feeding cells. These feeding giant cells supply water and
nutrients essential for nematode development. Transcriptome analysis showed that the formation of
these feeding cells is the result of an extensive reprogramming of gene expression in targeted root
cells. MicroRNAs are small non-coding RNAs of 20-22-nucleotides that are key regulators of gene
expression in eukaryotes, acting at the post-transcriptional level. In addition to their essential role in
many developmental processes, they are involved in plant responses to biotic and abiotic stresses,
e.g. copper nutrient deficiency. Sequencing small RNAs from Arabidopsis thaliana galls 7 and 14 days
after infection with Meloidogyne incognita and from uninfected roots, identified 24 miRNAs
differentially expressed in galls in comparison to uninfected roots (1). One of the objectives of my PhD
thesis was to investigate the role of two copper-responsive microRNA families, miR408 and miR398,
and their respective targets in the plant-RKN interaction. I showed that upregulation of miR408 and
miR398 in galls correlates with the repression of the miR408- and miR398-targeted genes
UCLACYANIN2 and COPPER/ZINC SUPEROXIDE DISMUTASE1 (CSD1) respectively. Functional analyses
of miR408 knockout lines and miR398 targets mutated for miR398 recognition site evidenced that
these two miRNAs are involved in plant response to RKN. Furthermore, our results suggested that the
transcription factor SQUAMOSA PROMOTER BINDING LIKE 7 (SPL7) activates the expression of these
two microRNAs in galls. SPL7 would drive the induction of MIR408 and MIR398 expression in response
to a decrease of copper concentration within the gall. These results highlight a major role for copper
in the formation of nematode-induced giant cells.
References
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Adaptation to xenobiotics in Spodoptera frugiperda, role of the CncC:Maf gene regulation
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Spodoptera frugiperda is a highly polyphagous insect crop pest causing billions of dollars of damage
across the world. S. frugiperda has well adapted to the chemicals it encounters in its environment.
These chemicals include plant toxins and synthetic insecticides, many of which it became resistant to.
One of the mechanisms S. frugiperda developed to defend itself harmful compounds is the induction
of detoxification enzymes such as cytochromes P450 (P450), glutathione S-transferases (GST),
carboxyl/cholinesterases (CCE) and UDP-glycosyltransferases (UGT). Although upregulation of
detoxification enzymes in response to specific inducers has been well characterized in mammals, in
arthropods, yet, little is known on the transcriptional regulation of these genes (1). The transcription
factors cap’n’collar isoform C (CncC) and muscle aponeurosis fibromatosisis (Maf) are considered as
the master regulators of oxidative stress and xenobiotic response in arthropods (2). CncC has been
shown to regulate the expression of cytochrome P450 conferring resistance to insecticides (3, 4).
Indeed, the human homolog of CncC, Nrf2 is overexpressed in many tumors and its implication in
resistance to anticancer therapy was demonstrated (5). Its overexpression induces upregulation of
detoxification enzymes and several multidrug-resistant efflux pumps leading to resistance to cancer
chemotherapeutics (6). Furthermore, insecticide resistance in certain strains of Drosophila was shown
to be mediated by constitutive overexpression of CncC (7). In this study we asked whether the
CncC:Maf pathway has a role to play in the detoxification of plant secondary metabolites and
insecticide resistance in S. frugiperda. We show that stable overexpression of both transcription
factors in Sf9 cells make the cells more tolerant to xenobiotic challenges while their knock-out using
CRISPR/Cas9 render them more susceptible.
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Identification and characterization of genes involved in the resistance of corals to
environmental disturbances
Adrien Poquet, Paola Furla, Eric Röttinger
Institute for Research on Cancer and Aging, Université de Nice Sophia-Antipolis UMR 7284,
INSERM U1081, CNRS UMR 7284, Nice 06107 Cedex 02, France
For more than 40 years, the scientific community has been highlighting the alarming loss of
coral reefs on a global scale. However, the persistence of these ecosystems in regions of the
world subjected to strong disturbances proves that some corals possess particular capacities of
resistance to environmental stresses (i.e. increase of water temperature, acidification, marine
pollution, eutrophication). Although Cnidarians (corals, sea anemones, jellyfish) are already
known to possess extraordinary regenerative capacities and increased longevity, the molecular
and genetic mechanisms underlying resistance to environmental variations remain poorly
understood. Based on the correlation of genotypic and phenotypic data obtained on ~3,000
coral fragments collected across the Pacific, the Tara Pacific expedition obtained a list of genes
and more precisely of polymorphic nucleotide positions (SNPs) correlated to physiological
markers (i.e. low cell damage) and/or particular environmental conditions (i.e. warm waters).
To decipher the mechanisms by which the identified variants influence the prevalence of some
corals individuals into specific environment, studies that focus on their functional role are vital.
Among those genetic correlation identified, FoxO-like3 and its variants could play a central
role in the cellular homeostasis and stress-response of corals. This thesis focuses on its
functional validation using a model organism in Cnidaria for the creation of transgenic lines:
Nematostella vectensis. A constitutive inactivation of this gene by CRISPR/Cas9 is currently
generated to understand its global role during stress response. An insertion of the coralidentified variant is under design. A biochemistry multi-marker approach is developed to
describe which physiological compartment could be hijacked by evolutionary processes to
increment stress tolerance. To provide a full validation of the functional implication of
correlational variants, a final field validation on corals natural population is in preparation with
a pharmalogical inhibitors strategy based on model organism conclusions. The goal is to
propose a new analysis pipeline, inspired from medical research on genetic variants of
unknown significance, to decipher, from genotype to phenotype, the function of coral genes
and the influence of their environment-specific polymorphic variants on the resilience to future
climate variations.
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A role for the Lysyl OXidase Like 2 (LOXL2) enzyme in stromal matrix remodeling and
invasive properties of dedifferentiated mesenchymal-like melanoma cells
Carminati A, Diazzi S., Biber P., Lecacheur M., Tartare-Deckert* S. and Deckert* M. * equal
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Inserm, U1065, Team Microenvironment, Signalisation and Cancer, Centre Méditerranéen de
Médecine Moléculaire (C3M), Université Cote dAzur, Nice, France.
Cutaneous melanoma is a highly malignant and invasive skin cancer. Despite the breakthrough
of therapies targeting the BRAFV600E oncogenic pathway, resistance remains a major obstacle
that limits patient benefit. Melanoma cells can dynamically switch between differentiated
melanocytic states and dedifferentiated states upon microenvironment and therapeutic
pressures. Such adaptive plasticity toward a dedifferentiated mesenchymal state was described
as a critical driver of resistance to BRAF inhibitors (BRAFi). This study relies on original
observations that mesenchymal resistant cells acquire extracellular matrix (ECM) remodeling
activities and that BRAF-targeted therapy induces tumor matrix stiffening. Analysis of the
matrisome of BRAFi-resistant cells revealed an accumulation of the collagen-crosslinking
enzyme LOXL2. LOXL2 is a member of the Lysyl OXidase family that drives tumor stiffening
and the epithelial-to-mesenchymal (EMT) process in breast cancer, but its role in melanoma is
still unknown. We hypothesized that LOXL2 production by melanoma cells as well as its
presence within the stroma could influence phenotypic plasticity towards a drug-tolerant
mesenchymal and invasive state. We examined a panel of melanoma cells chosen according
to their phenotypic states and showed that LOXL2 is preferentially expressed by
dedifferentiated and mesenchymal-like (MITFlow/AXLhigh) cells. LOXL2 is induced by
targeted therapies as well as by TGF-?, TNF? or hypoxia, cues known to remodel and aggravate
the tumor niche. Using a siRNA approach, we found that LOXL2 promotes cell migration and
the ability of melanoma cells to contract a collagen matrix. LOXL2-dependent migration might
involve the EMT factor SLUG as we observed a decreased SLUG expression upon LOXL2
depletion. Interestingly, we also demonstrated that targeting LOXL2 in melanoma-associated
fibroblasts impairs the deposition of an organized ECM, suggesting the implication of LOXL2
in the dialogue between melanoma cells and their stromal matrix. These observations provides
an original link between LOXL2, ECM remodeling and melanoma cell biology. Future studies
will explore LOXL2 contribution to metastasis and biomechanical reprogramming of
melanoma in response to targeted therapies using cultures on 3D ECM and xenograft mouse
models. Understanding the molecular processes involved in melanoma cell plasticity induced
by the microenvironment remains a fundamental issue to improve anti-melanoma therapies.
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Brown adipose tissue monocytes regulate lipid homeostasis and tissue expansion.
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Monocytes are part of the mononuclear phagocytic system, together with macrophages and
dendritic cells. These cells are generated in the bone marrow compartment where they originate
from hematopoietic stem cell differentiation through myelopoiesis, a tightly regulated process.
Monocyte retention and mobilization mechanisms are under the control of chemokinechemokine receptor interactions. CCL2-CCR2 interactions control monocyte egress from bone
marrow to blood, and recruitment to peripheral tissues from the blood circulation. During
infection and excessive or chronic inflammation, monocytes are recruited to peripheral tissues
where they can differentiate into macrophages or exert their own functions. We previously
reported that variations in ambient temperature affect monocyte recruitment to the brown
adipose tissue (BAT). Still, the role of monocytes in this tissue is unknown. Various types of
adipose tissue have been documented including white adipose tissue and brown adipose tissue.
BAT is located in the interscapular region and its main function is thermogenesis, which is
orchestrated by the mitochondrial uncoupling protein 1 (Ucp1), while its lipid storage function
remains minimal. Adipose tissue depot size is regulated through variations in adipocyte size
and numbers. Triglycerides (TGs) are stored in lipid droplets inside adipocytes and their
mobilization relies on a process named lipolysis. The first step of lipolysis is under control of
the rate limiting enzyme ATGL (adipose triglyceride lipase) leading to TG degradation into
diacylglycerol (DAG) and a fatty acid. Macrophages have been identified in BAT where they
have been proposed to control neuron network density and BAT thermogenesis. Nevertheless,
the diversity of BAT macrophages and the contribution of monocytes to their maintenance
remain unclear. Using flow cytometry and Single Cell RNA-sequencing approaches, we found
several populations of macrophages in the BAT of wild-type mice. Additionally, we observed
the existence of tissue-resident monocytes that contributed to BAT macrophage homeostasis.
Using an established mouse model of adipocyte-selective Atgl-deficiency leading to BAT
expansion, we evaluated monocyte and macrophage numbers and diversity in the inflamed
BAT. Antibody-mediated monocyte depletion prevented BAT expansion and lipid
accumulation, demonstrating that monocytes play a role in BAT remodeling and adipocyte
homeostasis.
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Environmental stress control RNA granule formation and content in C.elegans
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Gene expression must be adapted to environmental variations. Upon the massive translation
repression triggered by environmental stress, translation repressors can bind mRNA transcripts
and co-assemble into a condensate form: the RNA granule. Our hypothesis is that granule
identity should be different according to the environmental challenges the organism is facing.
In the C.elegans germline, stress conditions can trigger the assembly of aggregates that can
reach the size of a nucleus (up to 10µM). We first assessed the aggregation of CAR1/LSM14/Tral, a repressor protein that can co-assemble into RNA granules. Different stresses
were applied to the nematodes: sperm depletion (resulting in oogenesis arrest), ethanol shock
and sudden temperature variations (heat shock and cold shock). Each stress resulted in a
different RNA granule morphology. Moreover, using a smFISH (single molecule FISH), we
showed that the mRNA composition in the granule is different from one environmental stress
to another. Therefore, we conclude that both RNA granule formation and content depend on
environmental stress, reinforcing the idea of a specific granule identity. Previous studies shown
that stress granules are temporary and dissolves shortly after stress recovery. Although it has
been confirmed by our results, prolonged stress however results into irreversible granules. This
change in dissolution time cannot be explained by granule size, which quickly reaches a plateau
after the stress. A possible explanation for the increase of granule stability is the change in
granule composition over time. Another important aspect of RNA granule formation is RNA
regulation. During oocyte development, maternal mRNAs that are translationally repressed in
oocytes, such as spn-4, localizes to physiological RNA granules. We showed that over oocyte
maturation, spn-4 is released from RNA aggregates and becomes translated. Upon heat shock,
spn-4 aggregation increases and the translation is repressed. On the opposite, after a cold shock,
spn-4 is released from the granule and translation increases. Therefore, granule formation is
correlated to translation level and their content can vary according to the environment. In
conclusion, stress RNA granules are diverse and can coordinate translation to the
environmental changes.
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CAPTURE MECHANISMS OF TRANSPORT VESICLES BY TUMOR PROTEIN
D54
Vesicular transport allows the transport of cargo between the different cellular compartments.
These vesicles are derived from membranes, and are therefore lipid bilayers mainly composed
of phospholipids. Vesicular budding is promoted by protein coats at the level of the donor
compartment. Ultimately, the cargo is delivered to the acceptor compartment upon membrane
fusion catalyzed by SNAREs. Between these two steps, vesicles are captured by tether proteins
to limit diffusion and to be transported to the target compartment.
A recent study showed that Tumor protein D54 (TPD54), a protein present in human cells and
found overexpressed in a series of cancers, specifically captures vesicles of 30 nm radius
(Larocque et al., 2019), a size smaller than known transport vesicles such as COPI, COPII or
clathrin, which range between 50 and 100nm. The physiological roles of TPD54 are still
unknown. Cellular investigations show that this protein is present in numerous localizations,
including the Golgi and the cytoplasm, and is associated with some Rabs.
Here, we study the mechanism of vesicle capture by TPD54. Bioinformatics allowed us to
detect a possible membrane curvature sensor region, an amphipathic lipid packing sensor motif
(ALPS). This corresponds to the amphipathic alpha helix protein arrangement, through the
insertion of hydrophobic amino acids into the lipid membrane. Membrane curvature and lipidic
unsaturation increase the spacing between lipids, favouring this type of interaction. We show
that this region is necessary for TPD54 interaction with membranes in vitro and in cells. As
other ALPS motifs, this region is strongly sensitive to both membrane curvature and
unsaturation of fatty acid chains.
We also found surprising behavior for TPD54, which is predicted to be a parallel dimer, but
our FRET experiments suggest a possible antiparallel or multimeric organisation. Some
instability in the interaction with highly curved membranes was observed in the presence of
complex lipids, which can be explained by an interaction followed by fusion and then a loss of
affinity due to the decrease in membrane curvature. Furthermore, cellular overexpression of
TPD54 leads to accumulation of circular structures at the cell periphery, which are both
Rab11/Lamp1 positive and dynamic, only with fonctionnal ALPS motif, suggesting liquid
phases involving small vesicles or organelles such as lysosomes or late endosomes. These
various issues form the core of ongoing studies.
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Light-activated inhibitor of Two-Pore-Domain potassium channels optically controls
pain perception
Arnaud Landra--Willm(1), Ameya Karapurkar(2), Lucille Esnault(3), Brigitte
Wdziekonski(4), Laurent Marsollier(5), Michael Kienzler(6), Guillaume Sandoz(7)
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University of Maine, Orono, ME, USA (2,6) ; Institut de Biologie en Santé, CHU d'Angers,
INSERM, France (3,5)
Whereas Two-Pore-Domain Potassium channels (K2Ps) TREK1, TREK2 and TRESK reduce
neuronal excitability, their pathological inhibition leads to sensory neuron sensitization related
to migraine in human. Here, by azologization of the ML365 K2P channel antagonist, we
developed LAKI1 the first light-activated TREK1, TREK2 and TRESK inhibitor. Using
heterologous system and neurons we demonstrated that LAKI1 reversibly blocks, upon a pulse
of light at 380 nm, the TREK1/2 and TRESK potassium currents. We demonstrated ex vivo the
specificity of LAKI1 since photocurrent is reduced by 80% in mice trigeminal neurons in which
TREK1 and TREK2 were genetically invalidated and in mice dorsal root ganglion neurons in
which MT1, a dominant negative form of TRESK, was overexpressed. In sensory neurons,
LAKI1 activation instantaneously induces a train of action potential demonstrating that acute
blocking of TREK1, TREK2 and TRESK is sufficient to generate neuron hyperexcitability
leading to migraine, reinforcing their potential as attractive drug targets. Furthermore, LAKI1
enables in vivo the optical control of C. elegans and mouse comportments. Upon a pulse of UV
light, LAKI1 exacerbates the C. elegans stereotypical avoidance reflex, instantaneously
reversed by a pulse of visible light. Moreover, intracutaneously injected in mice paw, cisLAKI1 induces nociceptors sensitization resulting in thermal allodynia. Thus, because LAKI1
permits light-dependent regulation of nociceptors by regulating TREK1/2 and TRESK
channels activities, it represents a promising tool to study pain and migraine in vitro, ex vivo
and in vivo, with high spatiotemporal resolution and specificity without the need of genetic
manipulation.
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Impact of substrate stiffness and UVs on the expression of CD98hc, a regulator of skin
homeostasis
A.Yacin Ibrahim1,2, L. Cailleteau1, E. Boulter1, S. Estrach1, L. Seguin1, T. Magnaldo1, M.
Mahdi2, C. C. Féral1
1 IRCAN, Institut de recherche sur le Cancer et le vieillissement de Nice, Inserm U1081,
CNRS UMR7284, Nice, France, 2 CERD, Centre d’étude et de recherche de Djibouti,
Laboratoire de BioGéoscience environnementale, Djibouti, Djibouti
CD98hc is a highly glycosylated transmembrane protein encoded by the slc3a2 gene. Two
isoforms have been described in mice (via genome sequencing). Alternative ATG seem to
generate these 2 isoforms, for which specific functions are unknown. CD98hc protein is a dual
function protein : It modulates integrins signaling, specifically mechanotransduction; It
regulates SLC7 amino acid transporter family, thereby regulating cellular metabolism. In skin,
CD98hc is expressed in both basal keratinocytes and dermal fibroblasts. As such, it is necessary
for maintaining skin homeostasis. Importantly, CD98hc expression wanes with age (Boulter et
al. J.E.M 2013; Estrach et al. Cancer Research 2014; Tissot et al. J.I.D. 2018). With ultra-violet
(UV) exposure and aging, skin softens due to major changes in the dermal extracellular matrix
(collagens and elastin modification). Thus, we propose to determine the effect of UVs on the
expression of CD98hc in skin cells. To do so, and since we found a much higher expression of
CD98hc in fibroblasts than in keratinocytes (Fig.1), we will define how CD98hc isoforms
expression is impacted by 1- tissue stiffness (using substrate equivalent of young/stiff (4kPa)
and elderly/soft (1 kPa)) and 2- UV exposure. Finally, we will decipher the molecular
mechanisms involved and if a specific function for each isoform can be identified.
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Study of Parkin Role in Glioblastoma Pathophysiology
Aurore BERNARDIN, Eric DUPLAN, Frédéric CHECLER, Cristine ALVES DA COSTA
Université Côte d’Azur, INSERM, CNRS, IPMC, team labeled “Laboratory of Excellence
(LABEX) Distalz”, 660 route des Lucioles, 06560, Sophia-Antipolis, Valbonne, France.
Glioblastoma (GBM) is the most prevalent and malignant primary brain tumor. It represents
the IV grade of glioma, cancer glial cells (WHO, 2016). Actually, no curative treatment is
available due to the complexity of gliomagenesis dysregulations. The elucidation of the
molecular mechanisms that master glioblastoma cellular transformation is crucial to the
development of novel targeted therapeutics for GBM and other brain cancers. The cellular
transformation inducing the development of gliomas involves multifactorial mechanisms. One
of them is the loss of adhesion, leading to the migration of tumor cells and the invasion of
adjacent brain territories. Interestingly, several epidemiological studies point to a reduction of
cancer risk in patients harboring Parkinson’s disease (PD) 1, suggesting that the etiology of
glioblastoma and PD may involve common genetic/molecular denominators. Strikingly, we
have shown that the protein levels of the PD-causative gene product parkin (PK) are inversely
correlated to brain tumor grade 2. Parkin is an E3 ubiquitin-ligase 3 that participates in the
proteasomal degradation of toxic aggregated proteins. Of most of interest, several evidences
suggest that PK may have a direct active role in the development of brain tumors as a tumor
suppressor. PK somatic mutations that abolish its E3 ligase activity are associated to mitotic
instability. Moreover, PK affects glucose mechanism (Zhang et al., 2011) and cell cycle 4.
Importantly, we have identified a novel function of parkin as a transcription factor (TF) and
identified a PK DNA binding consensus motif 5. It led us to study the impact of PK TF function
in GBM and we demonstrate that PK controls cell proliferation via the transrepression of
cyclins A and B genes. In this study we hypothesize that PK is not only involved in
glioblastoma cells proliferation but also in tumor brain spreading control via the regulation of
cell migration and invasiveness. Our main objectives are to determine if PK controls tumor
spreading in vitro and to establish the molecular mechanisms underlying PK function in tumor
spreading. We have shown so far that PK overexpression in GBM cells leads to a modulation
of its migration properties and that this phenotype is linked to the modulation of adhesion
proteins. These in vitro obtained results corroborate the role of PK as tumor suppressor and
constitute the basis of short-term in vivo studies.
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Development of biomimetic bone matrices loaded with uranium to study the effect of
this actinide on bone cells
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Background : Uranium [U(VI)] is a heavy metal, naturally present in the environment. Due to
food, water consumption and anthropogenic activities, general population is chronically
exposed to this actinide. The skeleton is the main site of long-term accumulation of this
actinide, uranium being trapped into the mineralized bone matrix (Bourgeois et al., 2015).
However, interactions of this metal with biological processes involving the matrix and bone
cells are still poorly understood.
Purpose : The goal of our work is to get a better understanding of the cellular mechanisms at
play in response to uranium storage in bone tissue.
Methods : To mimic the bone environment, we have developed biomimetic bone matrices
containing low doses of natural uranium. The impact of U(VI) on the mineral (alizarin Red
staining) and protein (proteomic analysis) content of these matrices was examined. We also
used them as a support for the culture and differentiation of osteoclastic precursors (isolated
from the bone marrow of C57BL/6 mice) and as a substrate for osteoclastic resorption.
Osteoclast formation was assessed by TRAP (Tartrate Resistant Acid Phosphatase) staining and
resorbed areas were measured using ImageJ software. The intracellular distribution of U(VI)
was explored by transmission electron microscopy.
Results : Saos-2 osteoblastic cells produce a mineralized matrix containing up to 1 µg U(VI)
when grown in the presence of 2 µM U(VI) for 10 days. Under these conditions, the level of
mineralization is decreased and 164 proteins (out of 2573 proteins identified by mass
spectrometry) are differentially detected compared to control matrices. Furthermore, we
observed that the presence of U(VI) in the matrix significantly reduces the size of osteoclasts
as well as their resorption activity. Finally, we found that U(VI) was present in osteoclasts as
needles enclosed in vesicles.
Conclusion : This work demonstrates that natural uranium at low doses can have a significant
impact on bone cells, both those that produce the matrix (here, Saos-2) and those that resorb it.
They also constitute a first step in the investigation of the molecular pathways involved in
response to uranium in these different bone cells. The relevance of our 3D models to better
understand the impact of environmental exposure to uranium on human bone health is also
discussed.
References : Bourgeois et al., 2015 ; Ubios et al., 1991 ; Gritsaenko et al., 2017 ; Gritsaenko et
al., 2021
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Rôle of PIEZO1/KCNN4 interaction in erythrocyte pathophysiology
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The Red Blood cell is one of the smallest cells of the body and is devoid of nucleus or
organelles. Therefore, the RBC must maintain its structure with a limited pull of proteins. Its
integrity is of particular importance because RBCs are exposed to extreme conditions during
their lifespan. Indeed, during about 120 days of life they must travel through microcapillaries
thinner than their own diameter and in worst case : through the spleen filter. Then, if a RBC is
fragilized, it could not deform and will break during passage in the circulation. A loss of RBC’s
integrity is called : corpuscular anaemia. The causes are attributable to mutations on a variety
of proteins composing the cytoskeleton or the membrane. KCNN4 (known as the Gardos
channel) and Piezo1 are two membrane proteins involved in red blood cells (RBC) volume
homeostasis. Gain of function of one or another of these channels can lead to a rare haemolitic
anaemia, called Hereditary Xerocytosis (HX) [1]. This disease is caused by an increased
fragility and subsequently to premature death of the red blood cell. Piezo1 mutations were the
first to be discovered [2], rapidly followed by several mutations in KCNN4 [3],[4],[5].
Recently, the functional coupling between Piezo1 and KCNN4 has been described. When
activated by a mechanical stress, Piezo1 allowed Ca++ influx into the RBC. The increased
intracellular Ca++ concentration induces the activation of KCNN4 leading to an outward K+
current. The K+ efflux is followed by Cl- and by H2O loss. In HX, the loss of K+ is
exacerbated, and the dehydration is overwhelming RBC volume homeostasis. Although the
cause of HX is known, the diagnostic remains difficult because of heterogeneity between cases
ranging from silent anaemia to hydrops fetalis. We believe that the diversity of interactions
between PIEZO1/KCNN4 and proteins, or lipids, at the membrane plays a fundamental role in
the heterogeneity of this pathology. Here we bring new understandings of PIEZO1/KCNN4
interaction and coupling. We describe 2 novels mutations on KCNN4 leading to Hereditary
Xerocytosis. Finally, we show for the first time the interaction of PIEZO1/KCNN4 with
PMCA, NaKATPase and ACTIN in RBCs.
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NUCLEAR TRANSPORT INHIBITION IN GLIOMA STEM CELL : A NEW
THERAPEUTIC STRATEGY BASED ON CELL DIFFERENTIATION
Brenda Queron, Laurent Turchi, Elisabet Gjernes, Béatrice Polo, Thierry Virolle
Valrose Biology Institut, Côte d’Azur University, Nice
Glioblastoma multiform (GBM) is the most aggressive type of brain tumor characterized by a
low survival rate and a high resistance to radio-chemotherapy. This heterogenous cancer shows
territories enriched with glioma stem cells (GSC) which are responsible for clonal
amplification, invasiveness and relapse. In response to specific signals, these GSC can
differentiate and become more sensitive to chemotherapy and radiotherapy treatment. Though
conventional therapies focus on cytotoxicity, here we developed a new therapeutic strategy
based on cell differentiation to avoid cytotoxic drug resistances. Using a chemical molecule
bank, we first identified a new pharmacological molecule, DV188, which is capable to change
the stemness of glioma stem cell. Our data show that patients-derived GSC treated in vitro with
DV188 change to become adherent, lose stem cell/pluripotency markers and become more
sensitive to temozolomide chemotherapy treatment. In vivo results on immunocompromised
mice xenografted in the striatum with patients-derived GSC and treated with DV188 show an
inhibition on tumor growth and an increase in lifespan and survival rate. Our data show that
DV188 acts as an antagonist of KPNB1 activity which is a nuclear transporter known to be
overexpressed in many cancers including GBM. Proximity ligation assay (PLA) and
immunoprecipitation studies reveal the interaction between KPNB1 and Nanog. This
transcription factor must enter in the nucleus to enhance the stemness gene program. When
GSC are treated with DV188 or when KPNB1 is silenced in vitro, we were able to show that
Nanog is no longer localize in the nucleus. Thereby, KPNB1 is necessary for Nanog to localize
in the nucleus. Overall, our data show that treating GSC with DV188 inhibits nuclear transport
of stem cell markers through KPNB1. This inhibition guides GSC to exit the stem cell program
and greatly improves the sensitivity of GSC to conventional therapies. By this way, KPNB1
seems to be a major factor required to maintain the stem cell state and a target for therapeutic
strategy based on cell differentiation. Keywords: glioma stem cell, nuclear transport, cell
differentiation
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What are memories “made of”? Linking local RNA translation to behavioral memory in
vivo
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Long-term molecular and structural changes occurring at synapses in response to neuronal
activation are thought to provide the mechanistic bases for the establishment and retention of
long-lasting memories. As shown over the past decade, such changes require new gene
expression, involving not only neuron-wide transcription and translation of new RNAs, but
also local experience-induced translation of quiescent mRNAs transported and stored at
synapses as ribonucleoprotein (RNP) granules. To date, however, a functional demonstration
of the role of local RNA translation in establishment of long-term memory (LTM) in vivo is
still lacking. In the brain of the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster, the Mushroom Body (MB)
is the structure where associative memories are thought to be stored and where the RNA
binding protein (RBP) Imp, a conserved component of RNP granules, is targeted to axons. Our
objective is to combine high-resolution imaging of single RNA molecules with functional
memory tests to investigate how the regulation of RNA transport and local translation in MBs
contribute to long-term memory formation in vivo. Mutant proteins lacking the C-terminal
prion-like domain (Imp-DPLD) fail to efficiently localize to axons, making such mutation –
and the respective CRISPR-ImpDPLD mutant fly line – unique tools to specifically block
axonal RNA localization in MB neurons. Using this tool, we could show that specific mRNAs
are targeted via their 3’UTR to MB axons and that their localization is altered in imp-DPLD
mutants. Moreover, we uncovered that Imp-DPLD mutant flies show defective LTM, but
normal short-term memory in a courtship conditioning paradigm. Reintroducing wild-type Imp
specifically to MB in Imp-DPLD mutants significantly suppressed LTM phenotypes, indicating
that Imp function is required in this learning and memory center. We are currently developing
approaches to visualize the translation of axonally-localized mRNAs, using the SunTag
imaging approach. By monitoring local RNA translation in a full brain, we intend to make for
the first time the link between the molecular mechanism of local protein translation and
memory formation in vivo.
RNA; memory; drosophila
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Cancer-related mutations of KCNQ1 promote Wnt/beta-catenin activity
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While the role of ion channels in cancer biology has been well studied, the impact of ion
channel mutations in cancer remains unexplored. Somatic mutations carried by components of
intracellular signalling pathways are major drivers in carcinogenesis. We have shown that the
potassium channel KCNQ1 is a component of the Wnt/beta-catenin pathway in colorectal
cancer (CRC). In the absence of the potassium channel KCNQ1, Wnt/beta-catenin is active and
induces epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition in colorectal cancer cells. We thus wondered
whether KCNQ1 could carry mutations in CRC and what effect would those mutations have
on the Wnt/beta-catenin pathway activity. By exploring cancer databases, we found that
KCNQ1 carried somatic mutations in 3% of colorectal cancer patients and 80% of those
mutations are loss-of-function. This loss of electrical activity is linked to an increased
Wnt/beta-catenin activity and promotes epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition. The electrical
activity of the channel can be restored by a pharmacological activator. The ability of the
activator to prevent Wnt/beta-catenin activity is yet to be explored. We have shown for the
first time that an ion channel regulating a signalling pathway can carry somatic mutations in
cancer and participate to tumorigenesis. Our results suggest that cancer-related mutations of
KCNQ1 are risk factors in CRC and could serve as a diagnosis tool.
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Mining soil metagenomes improves analysis of horizontal gene transfers involved in
parasitic functions of root-knot nematodes
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Bailly-Bechet¹, Etienne G.J. Danchin¹
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The importance of horizontal gene transfers (HGT) in the evolution of microorganisms has
been well described for several decades. More recently, several studies have also highlighted
the involvement of genetic material transfer between species in multicellular organisms
evolutionary history (Leger et al., 2018). For instance, all studied soil-dwelling plant-parasitic
nematodes (PPN) have acquired fungal and bacterial genes by horizontal gene transfers. Some
of these genes are involved in essential parasitic functions like degradation of the plant cell
wall (Haegeman et al., 2011). Hence, these HGT events seem to have played an important role
in the multiple independent emergence of plant parasitism in nematodes. Moreover,
transcriptomic, biochemical and proteomic data support the 'domestication' of HGT in PPN
(Jaubert and al., 2002). However, several questions remain : How are HGT distributed in the
host genomes? Which are the donor organisms? And when did these evolutionary events occur?
Previous analyses were limited by the lack of genes from soil microorganisms in generalist
sequence libraries. To circumvent this problem, we built a protein database including soil
metagenomes from IMG/M database from the Join Genome Institut (Chen and al., 2017) to
obtain a better representation of the pool of genes present in the natural environments of PPN.
However, the accuracy of the taxonomic annotation provided by the JGI was too low and at
times unreliable. Furthermore, eukaryotic species were underrepresented in JGI data. First, we
applied stringent assemblies quality checks, re-predicted proteins and re-assigned taxonomic
annotation producing a more reliable database. Then, genome analysis of the plant-parasitic
nematode Meloidogyne incognita with our soil database allowed detection of 407 new HGT
validated by phylogeny and confirmed the 167 cases already known (Rancurel et al., 2017).
Those genes correspond to 252 acquisition events with bacteria and fungi as main possible
donors but we also observed candidate HGT from plants for the first time. The next steps of
my project will consist in a functional analysis of candidate HGT cases and extension to other
plant-parasitic nematode genomes to assess the ancientness of acquisition events. Since public
soil metagenomics data come from short read analyses, we are sequencing five new soil
samples using long-read technology to improve soil microbial genome reconstruction.
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What is physiotherapy? Cross-views on French PT care
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Rehabilitation is provided by physiotherapists and other health professionals. In its
« Rehabilitation »; programme, the WHO considers rehabilitation as a public health priority.
Thus, it is important to understand the practices and representations of actors. This research
studies the representation of physiotherapy care from the point of view of the three populations
involved in its delivery in the French context (Medical Doctor, Patients and Physical
Therapists). It is based on a mixed socioconstructivist paradigm (inductive and deductive) and
uses the theoretical tools of social representations and the triad. We conduct a multimethodological survey in two stages: a first exploratory stage, mainly qualitative (interviews,
literature, etc.); then a second quantitative stage by questionnaire. We carry out a mixed
methods data analysis protocol. We manage research on two axes: axis 1 studies the social
representations of physiotherapy care, axis 2 studies the triad models. On axis 1, we can
confirm that the social representations of the three actors are different both by their contents
and by their logics. Although all the actors express certain components that provide their
meaning to care, their place differs. A new dimension (Cura or ‘self-concern') was added to the
classically described care model (Cure and Care). For the P's and MD's questioned, there is a
mismatch of items expressed by the individuals and on behalf of their group. The components
logical articulation differs and varies by its starting theme. MD and PT are quite farsighted
about the P's representation; contrary to the P's who seem to ignore professionals’ salient
aspects (Cure, Care and holistic vision); but we can also underline that PT and MD are mutually
unaware of the content and importance of their respective representation. In particular, MD
does not evoke terms related to the dimensions of Care and holistic vision. Even though it is
present in the dictionaries data. We investigate a text from a French physiotherapy founder who
teaches us that this holistic vision relies on a systemic thinking: an analogical reasoning, a
recursive approach, an anchoring at different levels and disciplines. On axis 2, we confirm the
applicability of the triad models to the P-MD-PT relationship because they permit us to
understand observed situations heterogeneity by adding other factors to social status. The
pyramidal relational model is paradoxically the most represented.
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Reprogramming Gastrointestinal Cells: A New Strategy For Insulin Replacement To Treat
Diabetes?
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Type 1 Diabetes (T1D) is a chronic disease characterized by an autoimmune-mediated loss of
insulin (Ins)-producing pancreatic B-cells and a consequent hyperglycemia which, left
untreated, could result in severe complications. Cell replacement represents a promising avenue
of research for an alternative therapeutic strategy, whether it be through cell differentiation or
reprogramming of different cell sources. However, as T1D could result in the attack of neogenerated B-cells, it may be desirable to develop a regenerative system where B-cells could be
produced in a renewable fashion to counteract their putative loss. The Gastrointestinal (GI)
epithelium is a highly regenerative tissue with the potential to provide a continuous source of
Ins cells upon cellular reprogramming. Background and Aims:
Using the mouse as a
model, we previously demonstrated that pancreatic glucagon (Gcg)-producing cells can
regenerate and be converted into functional Ins cells through the ectopic expression of Pax4, a
gene involved in the embryonic specification toward the B-cell lineage in vivo [1]. Considering
that GI Gcg cells are closely related to pancreatic Gcg cells, we sought to determine whether
these cells could be induced to adopt a B-like cell identity.
Methods and Results:
Taking advantage of an inducible transgenic mouse model, we report that the in vivo ectopic
expression of Pax4 in GI Gcg cells results in their conversion into Ins cells, these displaying
numerous features of true B-cells. Among others, these include the expression of key B-cell
factors, the production and processing of Ins, and the expression of components of the glucosesensing machinery as outlined by an improved glucose responsiveness. Lastly, lineage-tracing
approaches show that Ins cells arise from previous Gcg cells which suggest that the sole
misexpression of Pax4 is sufficient to reprogram Gcg cells into B-like cells. Conclusion: Here,
we report that the Gcg cells found in the GI harbor a previously unappreciated potential to
undergo cellular reprogramming into Ins cells. Given ongoing pathological insults that
continuously erode native or transplanted B-cells, this finding could represent an alternative
approach to replenish the B-cell mass in T1D patients. However, further analyses are required
to assess the functional properties of neo-generated Ins cells. Accordingly, gastric and intestinal
organoids are being studied.
Key words: T1D; B-cell regeneration; Reprogramming; Insulin.
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1.Université Côte d’Azur, INSERM, CNRS, IPMC, team labeled “Laboratory of Excellence
(LABEX) Distalz”, 660 route des Lucioles, 06560, Sophia-Antipolis, Valbonne, France ;
2.Cambridge Institute for Medical Research, Department of Clinical Neurosciences,
University of Cambridge,Cambridge, UK ; 3.Tanz Centre for Research in Neurodegenerative
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BACKGROUND: SORL1 gene encodes LR11/SORLA, a protein that binds beta-amyloid
precursor protein (betaAPP) and drives its intracellular trafficking. SORL1 mutations occurring
frequently in a subset of familial cases of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) have been documented but
their pathogenic potential is not yet clear and questions remain concerning their putative
influence on the physiopathological process of betaAPP. We have assessed the influence of
three SORL1 mutations that were described as disease-causing and that were associated with
either benign (SorLA924) or severe (SorLA141 and SorLA511) AD phenotypes.
METHOD: We examined SORLA and betaAPP expressions, secreted Abeta and sAPPalpha
levels, intracellular Abeta 40 and Abeta 42 peptides, APP-CTFs (C99 and C83) expressions,
alpha-, beta- and gamma-secretases expressions and activities as well as Abeta and CTFsdegrading enzymes. These paradigms were studied in cells expressing either wild-type or
Swedish mutated APP because these two proteins are differently routed in the cells, in control
conditions or after pharmacological modulation of intracellular pH and degrading machineries.
RESULTS: Overall, we were unable to demonstrate significant alterations triggered by mutated
SORLA proteins on the above-described APP processing-related markers or proteolytic
activities regardless of the cells or pharmacological conditions examined.
CONCLUSIONS: Our studied mutations, reported to be linked to mild or severe cases of AD,
do not cause a pathogenic phenotype. However, our study does not preclude the possibility that
these mutations may indeed contribute to AD pathology, but this likely occurs by interfering
with cellular pathways/triggers distinct from those related to betaAPP and its
pathophysiological maturation.
KEYWORDS: SORL1, mutations, secretases, Abeta peptides, C-terminal fragments,
neprilysin, degradation This work was supported by The LabexDistALZ.
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Effect of a Sunflower oil enriched diet on microglial reactivity, neuroinflammation and
cognitive disorders associated with obesity
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JL.1, Blondeau N.1, Rovère C.1
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d’Azur, IBV, CNRS-INSERM, Nice, France"
Obesity, the fifth leading global risk factor for mortality, is a serious public health problem. It
is associated with “low-grade” systemic inflammation and many studies are devoted to
understand the mechanisms causing obesity. Some of them showed that deregulation in the
brain could be responsible for this syndrome. In addition to the peripheral inflammation, a local
hypothalamic inflammation was found in obese animals fed a high fat diet (HFD), leading to
eating disorders and sometimes cognitive disorders as anxiety. More specifically, certain lipids
are responsible for this inflammation and the degree of hypothalamic inflammation induced by
these lipids depends on the quality of their fatty acids. Polyunsaturated fatty acid (PUFA) can
be Omega 6 or Omega 3 and the balance between them is really essential for the organism
functioning. At the cellular level, an excess of nutrients leads to activation of astrocytes and
microglia which have a preventive role at first but can become harmful in the long term and
lead to deregulation in the functioning of the brain. The purpose of this study was to
characterize the impact of a HFD enriched in Omega 6 on the obesity development, the
neuroinflammation associated and the cognitive disorders that could be triggered. To do this,
we designed two HFD enriched in vegetal oil and PUFA to modulate their Omega6/Omega3
ratios. Soybean/Corn diet with a preconized Omega6/Omega3 ratio of 7 and Sunflower diet
with harmful Omega6/Omega3 ratio of 21. We fed mice over 20 weeks with both HFD and we
characterized obesity development, neuroinflammation and behavior of mice. We showed that
both diets induce a strong weight gain associated with hyperleptinemia, hyperglycemia and
deregulated glucose homeostasis. However, only the Sunflower diet induces a
neuroinflammation in hypothalamus (feeding behavior control) associated with microglial
reactivity and in hippocampus (implicated in anxiety) associated with hyperactivity and
anxiety-like behavior. To sum up, we showed here that weight gain and obesity are not
influenced by the nature of the fatty acids but that neuroinflammation, microglial reactivity,
and cognitive impairment are indeed influenced by the Omega6/Omega3 ratio of an HFD. This
work was supported by CNRS and Academies of Excellence UCA-IDEX “Space,
Environment, Risks and Resilience” and “Complexity and diversity of Living Systems”.
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Left/Right brain asymmetry in Drosophila: new genes, new functions
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During embryogenesis, bilateral organisms develop according to 3 axes: anterior-posterior,
dorsal-ventral and left-right and differences along these axes are defined as asymmetries. Leftright asymmetries, which are often the last to develop, affect both viscera and brain. While both
depend on a genetic control that imposes a population level bias in their directionality (e.g.
heart on the left; language elaborated in the left hemisphere) this control is achieved through
distinct mechanisms. Surprisingly, despite being a widespread animal feature, very little is
known about brain asymmetry origin, development/maintenance and functions. Drosophila has
contributed greatly to our understanding of the genetic mechanisms that set up embryonic axes
and the crucial contribution of both conserved transcription factors and signalling pathways to
these mechanisms. My host laboratory has notably pioneered the use of this model to study
left-right visceral asymmetries with the discovery of conserved genes required for their
establishment: Myo1D, an unconventional myosin, and Abd-B: a transcription factor. Recent
discoveries have shown that Drosophila also displays stereotyped neuron circuits with leftright asymmetry but nothing is known about genes that control their establishment and
development. My PhD project proposes to make use of the powerful Drosophila genetic tools
and methods to discover the first genes implicated in the establishment of its left-right brain
asymmetry and aims at better understanding origin and functions of this asymmetry. The
strategy I use is to test, by a large-scale RNAi screen, the effect on the asymmetry of the loss
of function of genes whose activity is crucial during early development: the transcription
factors. Preliminary analysis of my screen results highlights the involvement of a transcription
factor whose loss of function reverses the brain asymmetry. Using a time-restricted expression
of RNAi, I found that this gene is required during early developmental stage, before the
asymmetry manifests. Further analysis of the gene expression and spatially restricted RNAi
expression will finally allow me, at the end of my PhD, to propose a first model of brain
asymmetry establishment in Drosophila.
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Primal Dual for Classification with Rejection (PD-CR) : A new supervised classification
method for metabolomics studies. An application for IDH mutation detection in brain
glial tumors.
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Background:Supervised classification methods have been used for many years for feature
selection in metabolomics and other omics studies. We developed a novel primal-dual based
classification method (PD-CR) that can perform classification with rejection and feature
selection on high dimensional datasets. PD-CR projects data onto a low dimension space and
performs classification by minimizing an appropriate quadratic cost. It simultaneously
optimizes the selected features and the prediction accuracy with a new tailored, constrained
primal-dual method. The primal-dual framework is general enough to encompass various
robust
losses
and
to
allow
for
convergence
analysis.
Here, we compared PD-CR to two commonly used methods : Partial Least Squares
Discriminant Analysis (PLS-DA) and Random Forests. We analyzed a metabolomics dataset
obtained from 88 frozen glial tumor samples with mutated isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH) or
wild-type IDH.
Results: After 4-fold cross validation, PD-CR was more accurate than PLS-DA and Random
Forests for classification (Accuracies of 93.2%, 87.5% and 88.7% respectively). It also selected
biologically relevant metabolites. Such as hydroxyglutarate, a well-known oncometabolite.
Furthermore, PD-CR has the advantage of providing a confidence score for each prediction,
which can be used to perform classification with rejection. This substantially reduces the False
Discovery Rate. We believe that this confidence score adds considerable value to the prediction
as it includes a metric that is implicitly used by every physician when they make a medical
decision: the probability to make the wrong choice. So far, one of the main obstacles to the use
of machine learning in medicine resides in the fact that it is harder to trust the decision of a
machine learning method than that of a physician when it comes to health issues. The inclusion
of a confidence score is an effective way to deal with this issue.
Conclusion: Using PD-CR and metabolomics is a fast and reliable way to detect IDH mutation
in glial tumors. We believe that providing a confidence score associated to the decision will
make these new tools more convincing if used in routine clinical practice.
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FRAGMENTS GENERATED FROM APP CLEAVAGE BY ETA-SECRETASE IN
ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE: PROTEOLYSIS AND FUNCTIONS
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Amyloid precursor protein (APP) is a transmembrane protein undergoing canonical cleavages
by alpha, beta and gamma-secretases. Recently, the matrix metalloprotease MT5-MMP,
referred to as eta-secretase, has been identified as a novel APP cleaving enzyme (Baranger et
al., 2016). This enzyme produces a transmembrane fragment, eta-CTF that undergoes
subsequent cleavages by alpha and beta -secretases generating the A eta alpha and A eta beta
peptides respectively (Willem et al., 2015). The fate and functions of eta-CTF and its related
fragments are poorly understood. In our study, we transiently overexpressed eta-CTF in various
cell models (SH-SY5Y, MEF APP-/-, SHAPPwt, SHAPPswe) and analyzed their degradation
by pharmacological modulation of classical degradation pathways. Thus, we treated cells either
with inhibitors of the proteasomal machinery or with compounds affecting authophagic
process. Furthermore, we more selectively evaluated the eta-CTF processing by treating etaCTF transfected MEF APP-/- cells with various secretases inhibitors. And finally, we
performed co-immunostaining on organotypic or paraffin brain slices infected with AAV-EtaCTF and on HeLa cells overexpressing eta-CTF in order to determine its localization. Our
results demonstrate that overexpressed eta-CTF undergoes degradation in the lysosomal and
proteasomal pathways, and that it is cleaved by beta-, alpha- and gamma-secretases as
expected. Immunocytochemistry and immunohistochemistry experiments show that eta-CTF
is trafficked between the trans-Golgi apparatus and early endosomes and mainly accumulates
in the Golgi. Given that the eta-CTF protein that we are overexpressing is cleaved and
processed as shown for endogenous eta-CTF, we have now undertaken more functional studies.
We will analyze, in vitro, ex vivo and in vivo, the effect of eta-CTF expression on the lysosomal
and autophagic function,as previously done for the C99 fragment (Lauritzen I et al, 2016). We
will also investigate if the expression of eta-CTF would affect neuronal synaptic morphology
and activity by confocal and electrophysiological analysis. Then, we will examine if this could
have an impact on mouse cognitive behavior to finally determine the contribution of the etaCTF fragment in Alzheimer’s disease.
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Enteroendocrine cells : intestinal sensor against pathogenic bacteria
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Many studies have been interested in the protective strategies used by organisms to face
microbes. These studies concern many levels, ranging from the individual or collective
behaviors to avoid any contact with the pathogens, to the Immune system that is responsible of
generating antimicrobial responses. Drosophila melanogaster has been used to decipher the
innate immune response. However, many physiological and cellular mechanisms are still
unsolved. Through the experimental study we are conducting in Drosophila larvae exposed to
food contaminated with allochthonous bacteria, we could observe a blocking of food intake
that we assume to be a defensive reaction to microbes. We have identified a group of
enteroendocrine cells (EECs), which express the peptide hormone Diuretic Hormone 31
(DH31), located at the junction between the anterior and the acidic portions of the midgut.
DH31 is known to regulate gut motility in Drosophila melanogaster larvae and adults. We have
hypothesized that this region acts as a valve that regulates the transit of food from the anterior
midgut into the acidic portion of the gut under the control of DH31. The objective of our work
is to identify the signaling pathway(s) implicated in this blockage. We are investigating the
involvement of the immune ROS (produced in the anterior midgut to kill bacteria), the ROSsensing TRPA1 receptor and DH31 (whose the secretion is controlled by TRPA1 signaling) in
the valve closing. We use a panel of pathogens such as the Gram-negative Erwinia carotovora
carotovora (Ecc) and Escherichia coli (E coli), and the Gram-positive Bacillus thuringiensis
(Bt).
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Exploration of the nuclear functions of the Fragile X Mental Retardation Protein
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Fragile X syndrome (SXF) is the leading cause of hereditary intellectual disability and the first
monogenic cause of Autism Spectrum Disorder. This illness results from the absence of Fragile
X Mental Retardation Protein (FMRP). FMRP is a RNA binding protein predominantly
cytoplasmic that controls the local translation of mRNA coding for proteins essential for
development and synaptic functioning. No compensatory therapy of SXF can be developed
without an understanding exhaustive cellular functions regulated by FMRP and deregulated in
the disease. However, interestingly, FMRP presents nuclear import and export signals
suggesting that it is able to navigate between nucleus and cytoplasm. Nevertheless, the actual
presence of FMRP in the nucleus of mammalian neurons as well as mechanisms responsible
for its traffic and its nuclear functions remain poorly documented. By combined biochemistry
and imaging approaches, we have shown that FMRP is well located in the nucleus of murine
neurons and that the disruption of its traffic nucleocytoplasmic disorganizes the architecture of
synapses. By experiences of affinity purification followed by mass spectrometry analysis (APMS/MS) and bio-informatics analysis, we identified specific FMRP nuclear partners that are
involved in transcription, splicing and the nuclear export of mRNAs. This project aims to
broaden our knowledge of the processes deficient cells in SXF and associated TSA by
characterizing nuclear functions of FMRP and their regulation during neuronal activity. The
synthesis of these results will map the nuclear and synaptic functions of FMRP but also their
interdependence. In addition, we will be able to identify affected cellular pathways in FXS and
associated TSA, a prerequisite the design of biological markers and innovative therapeutic
options.
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Hepatic glutaminolysis role in the progression of atherosclerosis
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Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are the leading cause of death worldwide with 17 million
deaths every year and represent a major public health challenge. Limited pharmaceutical
innovation mandate a detailed exploration of novel and integrated therapeutic approaches for
treating atherosclerosis and to meet the global therapeutic demand. Recent years have seen an
explosion of ‘Omics’ studies designed to identify novel biomarkers associated with complex
cardiometabolic traits. Among few candidates, one metabolite named glutamine has retained
our attention. Indeed, glutamine is the most abundant conditionally essential amino acid in the
plasma and an important energy source through glutaminolysis. A strong inverse association
has been systematically observed between plasma glutamine-to-glutamate ratio and
cardiometabolic traits including obesity, insulin-resistance or cardiovascular diseases.
However, the underlying molecular mechanisms remain to be elucidated and could have major
clinical relevance. Glutamine is ingested from dietary sources but almost 90% of the daily
glutamine production originates from endogenous source. Glutamine is considered a
nonessential amino acid because the peripheral reserve of glutamine is rapidly release to supply
energy for metabolic processes (i.e, neoglucogenesis, cellular proliferation, acute phase
response and maintenance of the redox status and acid-base balance) during conditions of
metabolic stress, including critical illness and injury. The liver is a central organ in glutamine
homeostasis by expressing the glutamine synthetase (GS) for de novo synthesis and the
glutaminase (GLS2). Thus, the liver possesses the whole machinery to maintain plasma
glutamine-to-glutamate ratio. Altogether, these findings raise the question of the relevance of
the hepatic glutamine metabolism to the reduced glutamine-to-glutamate ratio observed in the
MetS and the consequence it may have on chronic inflammation. Objectives. Despite current
ongoing therapies, the prevalence of cardiometabolic diseases is expected to markedly increase
and there is a clear need to identify novel therapeutic opportunities. In this project, we aim to
better clarify the human relevance of the plasma glutamine-to-glutamate ratio to CVD and use
preclinical models to understand the role of hepatic GLS2 on the regulation of this ratio and
the consequence on inflammation and cardiometabolic outcomes.
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Molecular mechanisms involved in metastatic uveal melanoma (UM): identification of
actionable vulnerabilities via a CRISPR-Cas9 screen
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Uvea melanoma (UM), which derives from uveal melanocyte, is the most common intraocular
malignancy in adults. Despite successful local tumor control through enucleation or proton
therapy, metastasis develop in 50% of patients predominantly in the liver. UM metastases are
resistant to all treatments, including the ones used in cutaneous melanomas since both cancers
are distinct entities. At a metastatic stage, 80% of patients succumb within a year. Molecular
data obtained so far haven't identified therapeutic targets to prevent or treat metastases.
Therefore, there's an urgent need to thoroughly comprehend the molecular mechanisms in order
to identify therapeutic targets that could ultimately increase survival of UM patients. Using
CRISPR/Cas9 screening, we identified Phosphatase and TENsin homolog (PTENs) as a critical
effector of UM cell proliferation. The role of PTEN, which regulates activity of the PIK3/AKT
signaling pathway 1 is poorly understood in UM and hasn't been depicted yet. It is known that
PTEN plays a major role in the inhibition of cellular migration and focal adhesions formation
and that 75% of UM primary tumors have a PTEN loss of heterozygosity and 7% of these
tumors have mutations within PTEN 2. The cytoplasmic loss of PTEN in primary UM tumors
have been associated with shorter disease-free survival 2. Furthermore, the literature showed
that PTEN is a negative regulator of the cytolytic function of Natural killer cells (NK) 3, and
that NK cells protect from metastasis formation within UM patients4. On the verge of the
abovementioned elements and as an axis of my project, we aim to study how PTEN regulates
UM cell biology and NK cell activity. On a side note, metastatic UM are characterized by the
loss of BAP1 which controls cell identity and genomic integrity. Though the mechanism by
which BAP1’s loss affects patients’ survival is yet to be determined, we also aim to study the
loss of BAP1 in conditions where PTEN is knocked out in order to decipher a potential
mechanism by which both could interact. Preliminary results show that the loss of both PTEN
&amp; BAP1 lead to an over proliferative phenotype within UM cells and an upregulated
PI3K/AKT pathway that likely mediates resistance to NK cells’ cytotoxic activity.
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Osteoclasts (OCLs) are multinucleated, bone-resorbing cells arising from the monocytic
lineage. They have long been regarded as a single population. However, recent investigations
unraveled diverse phenotypic and functional OCL characteristics in healthy and pathological
conditions. In vivo, OCLs originate from various progenitors, which can influence their
phenotype and function. Indeed, we previously showed that OCLs arising from monocytes
(MN-OCLs) diverge from those differentiated from dendritic cells (DC-OCLs) in their
phenotype and immune function. Importantly, DC-OCLs share the characteristics of OCLs
from ovariectomized (OVX) osteoporotic mice, while MN-OCLs are related to OCLs from
Sham-operated controls. Thus, our aim was to investigate the heterogeneity of OCLs obtained
from total bone marrow cells by performing single cell-RNAseq in comparison to bulkRNAseq data obtained from MN-/DC-OCLs. We identified different clusters expressing all the
classical OCL gene signature (adj.p&lt;0.0001) as well as an individual transcriptomic profile.
We integrated the gene signatures of MN-OCLs or DC-OCLs obtained from bulk RNAseq
analysis (168 and 738 genes, respectively, p&lt;0.05, Fold Change&gt;2) to the scRNAseq
analysis. The DC-OCL signature specifically highlighted one cluster. Gene ontology annotation
of this cluster in comparison to the residual clusters showed association with immune
processes, the OCL co-stimulatory differentiation pathway linked to IgG-like receptors as well
as pattern recognition receptors, including the DC-OCL marker TLR2 (adj.p-value&lt;0.0001).
This suggests that this cluster may be related to pathological conditions. In vitro assays revealed
that agonizing TLR2 specifically inhibits DC-OCL differentiation without affecting the
formation of MN-OCLs. Accordingly, in regards to osteoporosis, a higher OCL proportion
expressed TLR2 when derived from OVX mice (p&lt;0.05) compared to Sham controls and
TLR2 agonists inhibit osteoclastogenesis from OVX but not Sham mice (p&lt;0.001). Our
results underline OCL diversity and ongoing investigations will enable efficient phenotypic
and functional distinction between the subsets, to unravel strategies to selectively target those
OCLs participating in pathological bone destruction.
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Breast cancer is the most frequently diagnosed malignant tumor in women worldwide.
Although the first line of breast cancer treatment is usually considered successful, it still
represents a therapeutic challenge due to its high tendency to relapse. Breast cancer cells coevolve along a reactive stroma containing extracellular matrix components and cellular
elements such as fibroblasts, endothelial and various immune cells. Among these cells, tumorassociated macrophages (TAMs), originated from bone marrow-derived monocytes, are
important tumor-promoting components of the stroma. Monocytes are attracted to the
cancerous lesion by the tumor cell secretome (TCS) and differentiate toward TAMs to favor
the formation of a pro-metastatic niche, hence, a sophisticated crosstalk is established between
cancer cells and macrophages within the tumor microenvironment (TME). Accumulating
evidence suggests that chemotherapeutic treatment affects the composition of the TCS.
However, how does the therapy-induced TCS modify cancer-stroma crosstalk is still unknown.
Therefore, to understand the impact of chemotherapy on the immune microenvironment of
breast cancer, we investigated the effect of cisplatin and doxorubicin treatments on the cancermediated activation of bone marrow-derived monocytes and the cancer-supporting behavior of
TAMs. We found that both chemotherapeutic drugs potentiated cancer cells to activate TAMs
with a higher degree than that of the non-treated cancer cells. Also, our results show that
therapy-induced TCS-activated TAMs promote cancer cell proliferation more efficiently than
conventionally differentiated TAMs. Additionally, therapy-induced TCS-activated TAMs limit
the anti-invasive effects of cisplatin in 3D tumor spheroids. Finally, our results indicate that
TCS-activated TAMs might stimulate dormant cancer cells, to potentially induce relapse and
tumor recurrency. Collectively, our findings will lead to the better understanding of the
chemotherapy-induced mechanisms within the TME, therefore might facilitate the
development of novel, therapeutically useful anticancer modalities.
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The intermediate mesoderm is a developmental structure that gives rise to kidneys, gonads, and
adrenal cortex. Recent studies have identified GREB1L (growth regulating estrogen receptor
binding 1 like) as a key factor in the development and patterning of this structure and mutations
in this gene lead to a broad range of developmental abnormalities, including renal agenesis,
infertility, and adrenal defects. GREB1L is a large protein with no known functions. The main
subject of this study is to understand the precise molecular role of GREB1L during mesodermal
development. In silico analysis of single cell RNA-seq data obtained from gastrulating mouse
embryos indicates that Greb1l is expressed in early mesodermal progenitors, including caudal,
paraxial, somatic, and intermediate mesoderms (Pijuan-Sala B et al, Nature, 2019). Our own
RNAScope analysis on early mouse embryos further confirmed the gene expression in nascent
mesoderm and the developing caudal progenitor zone. In vitro differentiation of mouse
embryonic stem cells (mESCs) toward mesoderm lineages indicated that Greb1l is expressed
during the late stage of gastrulation and in mesodermal progenitors. Greb1l knock-out (KO)
embryos have been reported to die as early as embryonic day 13.5 (E13.5) due to defects in
heart development (De Tomasi et al, Am J Hum Genet. 2017). We observed that the KO
embryos start to show a caudal and axial truncation phenotype at E8.5, which becomes
pronounced at E9.5. Analysis of KO embryos at early developmental stages revealed that
Greb1l has an important role during mesoderm patterning. KO embryos showed a significantly
higher level of retinoic acid signaling, impaired FGF, and PDGFA activities, accompanied by
a disruption of anterior-posterior patterning. Furthermore, the observed changes in BMP, FGF,
and SHH signaling are likely to alter the mediolateral patterning of KO embryos and disrupt
the compartmentalization of the trunk mesoderm into paraxial, intermediate, and lateral plate
mesoderm. Significant accumulations of progenitor cells were observed in the caudal
progenitor zone of KO embryos, which seems to be the cause for the caudal truncation. Taken
together, the project will decipher the functions of GREB1L at the molecular and
developmental level, which will provide insights into how the loss of GREB1L function leads
to renal agenesis in human patients.
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A recent transcriptomic analysis has identified expression of a novel gene CLEC12B to be
increased in healthy and in non-lesional skin of vitiligo patients compared to lesional skin.
CLEC12B is a C-type lectin receptor (CLR) expressed on myeloid cells which possesses an
ITIM domain but ligand and downstream signaling are largely unknown. In our laboratory, we
have shown that CLEC12B is an important melanocytic gene. Predominantly expressed in
human melanocytes in comparison to keratinocytes or fibroblasts, CLEC12B down-regulates
melanin production and pigmentation in melanocytes. We have also shown that CLEC12B
could be a novel tumor suppressor gene in melanoma that functions by repressing STAT
activation and regulating the cell cycle. Currently, no link has been reported between
CLEC12B and immunity. We know that CLRs can recognize pathogen- and damagedassociated molecular present on pathogens and host cells. Most of CLRs are expressed on
antigen-presenting cells (APCs) and are involved in production of cytokines and chemokines,
but also in antigen processing and presentation and subsequent T cell activation. Moreover, we
have evidence to suggest that melanocytes could be indeed APCs in the skin. In my project,
we set out to determine the role of CLEC12B in skin immunity. First, we showed that
CLEC12B binds to SHP2, decreases SHP2 phosphorylation and regulates JAK/STAT proteins
in IFNg pathway through its ITIM domain. SHP2 is a tyrosine phosphatase known to inhibit
the IFNg signaling. IFNg is a key regulator in immunity and its key targets are chemokines
CXCL9/10/11 which are known T cell chemoattractants. Our results have shown that
CLEC12B overexpression potientates chemokine production following IFNg stimulation
through its ITIM domain while silencing CLEC12B abrogates their production. Furthermore,
we demonstrated that CLEC12B recognises Staphylococcus aureus and modulates an immune
response against this bacterium. Finally, CLEC12B recognises a ligand specifically expressed
on melanocytes but not on keratinocytes. Currently, we are deciphering more precisely the
CLEC12B induced signaling following IFNg stimulation and looking for specific ligands, to
finally confirm its involvement in skin immunity.
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INTRODUCTION The frequency of neurodegenerative diseases is increasing worldwide. The
most common is Alzheimer's disease (AD). These diseases have a strong neuro-inflammatory
component and their aetiology remains poorly understood (1,2). Among the factors invoked,
recent data associate these diseases with the presence of infectious pathogens. In AD, the
bacteria Porphyromonas gingivalis (Pg) and the herpes simplex virus 1 (HSV-1) detected in
brain lesions (3) could contribute to its pathogenesis. These pathogens also play a major
inflammatory role during periodontitis. The hypothesis of an infectious connection from the
oro-pharyngeal sphere to the brain is favoured (4,5) and underlines the interest in comparing
periodontal microbiology in patients with or without AD. My research topic, conducted within
the Micoralis laboratory, would allow the establishment of a mapping of the periodontal
microbiota in the elderly. The project, proposed to an AOI of the Nice Hospital, was selected
and thus is financed.
METHODS The protocol is a case-control study. The main objective is to compare the herpeslike viral and periodontal bacterial species present in elderly people with and without AD, in
order to propose a specific oral microbiological signature for AD. The secondary objectives are
to compare oral hygiene, oral and periodontal status of AD patients and non-AD patients. The
target populations are 9 viruses of the herpes group, including HSV-1, CMV, and EBV and 16
periodontal bacteria considered pathogenic such as Pg, Actinomyces naeslundii and
Aggregatibacter Actinomycetemcomitans. A classic qPCR technique will be performed on the
samples collected, then a transfer will be made to a Fluidigm technology (Biomark), in
collaboration with the IPMC platform in Sophia Antipolis, which will allow a saving in time
with the processing of at least ten times more points at the same time.
RESULTS The preliminary results obtained following the identification and bacterial profiling
by qPCR show that the presence of Pg and An seems to be linked to AD. Furthermore, it appears
that Pg and EBV infection are correlated. The causes and consequences will be studied later
with the setting up of a cohort of patients. The ultimate goal would be to greatly increase the
number of patients followed up, which would perhaps answer the question of the link between
periodontal infection and AD and obtain a new microbiological predictive and/or diagnostic
tool for AD on a large scale.
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Medulloblastoma (MB), a tumor of the cerebellum, is the most common and aggressive
pediatric brain tumor, representing approximately 25% of central nervous system tumors in
children. In 80% of the cases, it concerns children under 15 years, and it is very rare in adults.
This is a heterogeneous pathology composed of 4 molecular groups of increasing
aggressiveness (WNT, SHH, Group 4 and Group 3) characterized by their genomic,
epigenomic, and transcriptional signature as well astheir clinical profile. Current treatments
combining surgery, radio and chemotherapy are very negative for the development of the
patients and their quality of life, leading to important neurocognitive and functional deficit.
Even if the cure rate reaches 70%, a lot of side effects affect some patient life. In some cases,
the relapse unfortunately remains fatal, particularly due to resistance to the standard treatment
and the genomic heterogeneity of the disease leading to different metastatic levels. MB is very
vascularized. The phenomenon of resistance is, in part, related to the development of blood
and lymphatic vessels (angiogenesis / lymphangiogenesis) in the tumor. The main function of
the lymphatic system is to transport immune cells in the body, but it is also one of the main
routes of metastasis. Recent studies have revealed the existence of lymphatic vessels in the
brain, in the meninges. Our studies therefore focus on the role of lymphangiogenesis, and
particularly VEGFC (one of the main growth factors of lymphatic vessels) in the
aggressiveness of MB. Here, we show that VEGFC is inversely correlated to cell
aggressiveness. Indeed, VEGFC decreases MB cell proliferation and migration. Cells
overexpressing VEGFC, form smaller tumors in nude mice. Opposite to the common dogma,
our results give strong arguments in favor of VEGFC as a negative regulator of MB growth.
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The Role of Telomeres in Neuronal Aging
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Telomere shortening is a developmentally regulated process leading mitotic cells to
senescence. However, whether changes in telomere and its associated protein complex
Shelterin are also involved in post-mitotic cell ageing remains elusive. Our group recently
discovered that the expression of TRF2 (key Shelterin subunit) decreases with age and its
downregulation in myotubes leads to hallmarks of aging such as mitochondrial dysfunction
and increased ROS production. Based on these premises, we set to investigate whether the
same mechanisms occur in the neuron, another type of long-lived post-mitotic cell. Therefore,
by means of in vitro and in vivo approaches assessing the effect of telomere alteration on the
neuronal phenotype, we aimed at obtaining new insight on telomere dynamics with respect to
neuronal aging, which could shed light on mechanisms whose deep understanding might lead
to the discovery of potential therapies against age-related pathologies as well as their
prevention. The data obtained show that TRF2 neuronal expression declines with aging.
Moreover, its downregulation in cultured primary neurons increases the rate of telomeric DNA
damage and affects the vesicular axonal transport, which is pivotal for neuronal function.
Furthermore, in vivo AAV-mediated TRF2 downregulation impairs memory and learning
processes as assessed via behavioural tests (Novel Object Recognition and Contextual Fear
Conditioning). These findings indicate that different types of post-mitotic cells (i.e., Myotubes
and Neurons) may age according to different mechanisms, and TRF2 neuronal decline is
upstream of well-known aging phenomena. Our results suggest a modification of the paradigm
that sees age-driven telomere changes uniquely upstream of mitotic cell aging, envisioning a
wider role for telomeres in the aging process across the mitotic-postmitotic boundaries.
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The lungs are the interface for gas exchange between the external environment and the
cardiovascular system. This function is conjointly performed within the alveoli by epithelial
and capillary endothelial cells, supported by mesenchymal and immune cell types. Constantly
exposed to external aggressions, these different actors are able to respond to injuries by
activating complex and interconnected processes allowing the regeneration of the alveolar
niche and the maintenance of respiratory functions. Deficient responses can lead to many
respiratory pathologies such as pulmonary fibrosis, which is due to tissues over scarification
leading to irreversible destruction of the alveolar structure. In mice, bleomycin-induced lung
injury can be used to transiently trigger a fibrotic response whose effects are resolved in few
weeks. Mechanisms of regeneration involving capillary endothelial cells, as well as the
potential influence of age on the resolution dynamics, are still debated. To answer these
questions, we used single cell RNA seq to compare the transcriptomes of whole lungs from
young (7 weeks) and old (18 months) mice collected 14, 28 or 60 days after injection of
bleomycin or PBS. We jointly analysed the 6 samples genes counts matrices to obtain a dataset
of 44541 transcriptomic profiles recapitulating the heterogeneous cellular composition of the
alveolar niche. We identified 3 capillary endothelial cells subpopulations almost exclusively
found in bleomycin treated mice samples, expressing specific marker genes and showing
different activation times between young and old animals. Gene signature associated with these
cells indicated that they promoted alveolar endothelium regeneration and overexpressed high
levels of Lrg1, a regulator of pathological angiogenesis. Inference of intercellular
communications indicated that their vasculogenic properties are supported by crosstalks with
the alveolar niche environment. In conclusion, those findings supported the prominent role of
capillary endothelial cells to overcome lung injury and promote alveolar niche regeneration.
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Liver cancer is the fifth most common cancer with third highest cancer related mortality
worldwide. Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) occurs within an established background of
chronic liver disease, viral hepatitis infections or exposure to carcinogens. The molecular
mechanisms driven HCC pathogenesis remain still poorly understood. Currently, HCC is one
of the biggest challenges in cancer management in the clinical area because 80% of HCC
patients are diagnosed at an advanced stage of the disease with a median survival of 6–8
months. HCC is highly resistant to current therapies. For most, the only systemic treatment is
Sorafenib, an oral multi-kinase inhibitor with antiangiogenic, anti-proliferative and propapoptotic effects with a modest overall effect in the survival of patients from 8 to 11 months.
Novel therapies for HCC are needed. The identification and targeting of new targets to enhance
treatment efficacy and to overcome resistance to the sorafenib chemotherapeutic agent are
urgently required. The Unfolded Protein Response (UPR) has been shown to be constitutively
active in several cancers and has emerged as a key player in malignant transformation and
tumor growth. We hypothesized that, the most conserved UPR stress sensor IRE1a could be
crucial in HCC pathophysiology and that targeting IRE1? could be effective to treat HCC. Our
first results revealed that HCC cancer cells present an IRE1? constitutive endoribonuclease
activity (RNase) characterized by higher levels of spliced XBP1 protein compared to primary
normal hepatocytes. This IRE1a RNase activity could be a driving factor of HCC pathogenesis.
Two IRE1a RNase inhibitors (STF and MKC) enhance the in vitro effectiveness of sorafenib
in 3 human HCC cell lines. We observed lower viability under the bi-therapy due to higher
induction of apoptotic cell death and GO/G1 cell cycle arrest. We confirmed our in vitro results
in two pre-clinical animal models of HCC by assessing tumoral growth under treatments firstly
in a xenograft immunodeficient mouse model, and secondly in a carcinogen-induced HCC
immunocompetent mouse model. Both mouse models showed higher reduced HCC tumor
growth under bi-therapy compared to sorafenib or IRE1? RNase inhibitors mono-therapies.
Interestingly, STF or MKC treatments revealed a higher systemic tolerance than sorafenib
treatment in both models, strengthening the possibility to assess IRE1a RNase inhibitors as
new treatment strategy in clinical studies.
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New insights into the functional architecture of VAP, a general receptor at the ER
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VAMP-Associated Protein (VAP) is a receptor at the surface of the endoplasmic reticulum
(ER) for hundreds of proteins having a wide range of structures and functions. These proteins
contain a FFAT motif, which is specifically recognized by the Major-Sperm-Protein (MSP)
domain of VAP. In many cases, they use VAP as a scaffold to create functional tethering
complexes at membrane contact sites (MCS). MCSs are regions of close apposition (i.e. of
15?30 nm) between organelle membranes, which enable non-vesicular lipid exchanges. Thus,
the lipid-transfer protein (LTP) OSBP interacts with VAP at ER/Golgi MCS in order to
transport cholesterol through coupled counter-exchange and hydrolysis of PI(4)P. It is still
unknown how VAP adapts to so many partners with different architectures. Yet, a region of
VAP, which includes two intrinsically disordered linkers, may provide VAP with a high
degree of flexibility to efficiently recruit various partners, thereby enabling the functional
organization of different MCS. In this study, we observed that a VAP mutant without flexible
linkers is no longer engaged in various MCS, and does not support the lipid transport function
of OSBP and CERT at ER/Golgi MCS. Furthermore, we show that this VAP-A mutant is
present and active at MCS between ER and mitochondria where it interacts with VPS13A to
support the transport of lipids such as Phosphatidic Acid (PA), which is known to be
implicated in mitochondria fusion. Collectively, these data demonstrate the involvement of
VAP-A in mitochondria fusion and that intrinsically disordered sequences present in VAP
facilitate protein dynamics in the crowded MCS environment.
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Effects of environmental conditions on the expression of pathogenic factors of Vibrio
parahaemolyticus
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Vibrio parahaemolyticus strain O3:K6 is a marine bacterium that is pathogenic for human. This
organism can be found free-swimming or attached to sediments, zooplankton, fish or shellfish.
Mechanism used by these bacteria to infect human host cells was deciphered in vitro by using
an epithelial cell model (HeLa cells) and shows that adhesion to cells is the first step of
infection. The multivalent adhesion molecule 7 (MAM7) is a polypeptide of seven mammalian
cell entry (mce) domain constitutively expressed by Vp and necessary for the binding to host
cells. The type IV pili, mshA (mannose-sensitive haemagglutinin A) and PilA (Pilin A) are
adhesins implicated in the adhesion to host cells and in the adhesion to abiotic surface and thus
participate in biofilm formation. The aim of this study is to investigate the impact of the
increase of sea-water temperature from 27°C to 31°C on the expression of these adhesins in
free-swimming bacteria. Methods Vp was inoculated in sea-water and cultivated in Petri dishes
at different temperatures which are 27°c and 31°C. After 30 minutes, 1, 3 and 6 hours of
incubation, total RNA was extracted from Vp. Gene expressions of MAM7, mshA and PilA
were quantified by RT-qPCR. Results and Conclusions In the sea-water, the three factors
implicated in cell adhesion and biofilm formation are over-expressed in free-swimming
bacteria after 1 hour of incubation and their level of expression is significantly increased at
31°C compared to 27°C. This study shows for the first time that factors implicated in bacterial
adhesion are up-regulated in Vp maintained in sea water and their expression is correlated to
the increase of sea water temperature. The global warming that is currently taking place could
therefore have a significant impact on the increased pathogenicity of Vibrio parahaemolyticus
bacteria.
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Developmental Estradiol Benzoate (EB) exposure combined to high fat diet (HFD)
induced a long-term inflammation of the adult prostate.
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Increasing number of studies suggested that environmental deleterious impacts during early
human development affect the risk of developing non-communicable diseases including
prostate cancer (PCa) later in life. Unhealthy diet as well as environmental toxicant (such as
estrogen-like endocrine disruptors) during peri conception period might increase risk factor for
PCa. To test the hypothesis that combination of both exposures induces adult prostate lesions,
we developed an experimental model of adult male rats exposed during gestation (from day 7)
to weaning to high fat diet (HFD 60% fat), or to a xenoestrogen (estradiol benzoate, EB) from
post-natal days 1 to 5, or to a combination of both. Such exposures induced decreased prostate
weight in young adult (90 days) rats along with inflammatory status in the ventral lobe. More
dramatic lesions were observed with the combined exposure, that induced gland destruction
and massive myeloid and lymphoid infiltrate. The lesions are associated with elevated mRNA
levels for TNFa, IL6 and CCL2/MCP1 pro-inflammatory. This chronic inflammation is
probably linked to inflammasome activation. Indeed, we observed increased activation of
NLRP3 and elevated levels of CASP1 in the EB alone or combined exposure associated with
elevated mRNA levels for IL1b and IL18, substrates for the NLRP3 complex. In conclusion,
we showed that combined developmental exposure to xenoestrogens and HFD programmed
prostate inflammatory lesions in young adult. Since proliferative inflammatory atrophy and
chronic inflammation of prostate may drive cell to become cancer cells, our model might be
useful for study onset of PCa. Key words: Prostate cancer, inflammasome, Endocrine
disruptors, High fat diet, Estradiol benzoate
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Saccharomyces cerevisiae and its closest species Saccharomyces paradoxus can occasionally
share the same habitat (secondary contact). Evidence of gene flow, in the form of
introgressions, has been described despite the high sequence divergence (~10%) and strong
reproductive isolation (&lt; 1% offspring viable). The phylogeny of S. cerevisiae consists of
domesticated and wild isolates disseminated world-wide while S. paradoxus is mainly
associated with natural niches and its phylogeny, comprising five main populations (European,
Far-eastern, North American, South American, and Hawaiian), follows geographical
boundaries. Recent studies have provided large genomic datasets of short reads and highquality reference genomes allowing us to investigate complex evolutionary events, such as
introgression, on a population level. We re-analyzed whole genome sequencing data for 1,673
publicly available S. cerevisiae isolates. First, we developed a high-resolution SNPs-based
approach for detecting introgressed genomic regions from S. paradoxus. Then, we further
developed this approach to trace back the origin of the S. paradoxus introgressions to the
founder population. The analysis of the whole collection provided an unprecedented overview
of the introgression landscape highlighting unexpected evolutionary trajectories among S.
cerevisiae populations. We discovered the presence of a European S. paradoxus sequence in
several domesticated S. cerevisiae populations.This introgression spans the coldest
recombination spot of the genome thus supporting a single ancient event that occurred in a
common ancestor of the extant populations. Furthermore, we detected widespread
introgression blocks across unrelated S. cerevisiae populations from distinct S. paradoxus
populations (American and European). This finding suggests the independent origins and
maintenance of introgressed material and supports the adaptive value of these events. In
conclusion, our high-resolution approach reveals the complex and intertwined evolutionary
trajectories of these species and provides a valuable resource for investigating the adaptive role
of the introgression.
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The cnidarian-dinoflagellate symbiosis is a mutualistic intracellular association based on the
photosynthetic activity of the endosymbiont. However, this relationship involves significant
constraints and requires co-evolution processes, such as an extensive capacity of the holobiont
to counteract pro-oxidative condition induced by hyperoxia generated during photosynthesis.
To precisely address the intrinsic capacity of animal cells to deal with pro-oxidative conditions
and to fully understand mechanisms behind, in vitro cellular approach is mandatory to outreach
whole organism approach limitations. In this study, thanks to long term Anemonia viridis
gastrodermal primary cell cultures, we analysed and compared the intrinsic gastrodermal cell
response in vitro to pro-oxidative conditions with that of the whole organism. A. viridis cell
cultures were submitted to 200 and 500uM of H2O2 during 1 and 7 days. For each treatment,
we monitored global health parameters (viability, symbiotic state and cell growth) and stress
biomarkers, i.e. global antioxidant capacity, oxidative protein damages and protein
ubiquitination. The in vitro assays performed on gastrodermal cultivated cells (i.e. with no
symbiont) allow to highlight a high capacity of gastrodermal cells alone to deal with prooxidative conditions although we observed differences on sensitivity between H2O2
treatments. We also showed that cells in culture are capable to deploy an efficient defence
strategy to face 200uM H2O2 since after a resilience step, all cellular and biochemical markers
are back to healthy stat, whereas a 500uM H2O2 could represent a sensitivity threshold. These
results highlight the overall intrinsic capacity of cnidarian gastrodermal cells to cope with prooxidant conditions.
References :
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Does Nutrient Bottom-up effects Reach Natural enemies?
Ruohan Ma, Philippe Béarez, Roger Boll,
ISA
Herbivorous arthropods need to obtain nutrients from their host plants in order to survive and
develop. However, they usually forage in environments where developing plants show
contrasted palatability levels in terms of nutritional value (e.g. nitrogen richness), as well as
toxicity related to defensive traits, namely through secondary metabolites (e.g. alkaloids
content in Solanaceae family) (Han et al. 2016). Nitrogen fertilization may also have impacts
on the performance of herbivorous pests as well their interactions with arthropod natural
enmies. What could be the impact of such resources reduction on plant-pest-natural enemy
interactions? In agro-ecosystems, the success of natural enemies may depend not only from
their herbivorous hosts but also from the host plant whose qualities may be modulated by N
input. Thus, this work to examine how nitrogen inputs to tomato plants affect natural enemies
(parasitoid and predator).
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A yeast genomic framework for predicting and designing quantitative phenotypes
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The ability to predict phenotypes from genomic information is a major challenge in modern
biology. The budding yeast, S. cerevisiae, represents a powerful quantitative genetic system to
benchmark such computational models. In recent years, we sequenced ~1000 isolates from a
variety of ecological sources distributed world-wide and described the species population-level
genomic variation. We also measured the core components of the life-cycle phenotypes by
quantifying growth, survival and sexual reproduction across a broad array of environmental
conditions. Genome-wide associations revealed common genetic variants contributing
substantially to the life cycle variation and some test cases were experimentally validated. Even
though GWAS has proved to be successful in capturing significant markers associated with
diseases causing variants, they cannot identify rare genetic variants and have low predictive
power. Machine learning approaches can help us detect complex genetic traits by identifying
the patterns buried in the datasets which can maximize the predictive power and the ability to
select features in a multivariate setting. Thus, in this project, we focus on machine learning
methods and mathematical modelling to build a reliable framework for genotype to phenotype
prediction. In addition, we are exploring methods/algorithms that can help us understand the
underlying causative variants for the predicted phenotypes. In this context, we use the pangenomic information (such as variations in sequences as well as in genome content, such as
presence/absence, copy number variation and loss of functions) as the input features of the
sequenced collection. Feature selection techniques such as correlation feature selection and
mutual information feature selection were used to reduce the dimension of the input. Multiple
regression models such as LASSO, Ridge, Elastic Net and Random Forest Regressors were
used to quantitatively predict the phenotypes. Estimating the r2 scores (the percentage of
variance explained by the model) and the spearman’s correlation coefficient revealed that
Elastic Net and Random Forest Regressors performed comparatively better than the other two
methods. Moreover, Elastic Net seems to have better control of the overfitting on the training
dataset. The ability to both engineer and reshuffle these variants by genetic crosses will enable
us to experimentally measure the effect of these causative features.
References :
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How telomerase modulates podocyte regeneration in the adult mammalian kidney.
Tynhinane Hamidouche
IRCAN
Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is a major public health problem worldwide characterized by
gradual decline of plasma filtration function, a kidney function mostly supported by highly
specialized epithelial cells called podocytes. Podocyte dysfunction, injury and loss are
recognized as the driving forces behind 90% of CKD, a condition which progression ultimately
leads to end-stage renal failure. The most commonly used therapy given to patients with renal
failure consists of kidney transplantation. This technique has proved successful, but is marred
by limited organ availability and graft survival, largely due to immune rejection. Recently, new
therapeutic strategies for tissue repair or replacement have emerged and one of the most
promising is the use of stem/progenitor cells to reduce injury or prevent chronic diseases. Using
the patient’s own stem/progenitor cells to repair kidney damage could circumvent the problems
of immune rejection and organ availability. While it is likely that stem/progenitor cells
contribute to podocyte turnover, podocytes are thought to have a severely limited capacity for
renewal, and the mechanisms by which podocytes are maintained during life remain very
poorly understood. Nonetheless, we found that telomerase shows a potent effect in regulating
podocyte behavior and maintenance in the adult organism. Thus, we found that transient
overexpression of the protein component TERT of telomerase drives robust podocyte
regeneration, and that it acts in this context by forceful mobilization of progenitor cells. Since
these studies were performed in a context of ectopic expression of TERT, whether the
endogenous telomerase can contribute to podocyte renewal is still unknown. The objectives of
my thesis are (1) to characterize physiological regeneration following podocytes injury, (2) to
define whether telomerase modulates regeneration in this context, and (3) to determine if
manipulating telomerase can ameliorate CKD progression. Finally, (4) I will characterize the
newly identified podocyte progenitor cells that are efficiently mobilized in response to a
telomerase pulse in the adult kidney
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Development of the brain and its networks involves complex morphogenetics events that can
be modulated by genetic factors acting on the neuronal activity within the network. Any
alteration during this process can lead to a large spectrum of neurodevelopmental diseases. The
team focuses on Bosch-Boonstra-Schaaf Optic Atrophy Syndrome, caused by
haploinsufficiency of the transcriptional regulator NR2F1, a key developmental gene involved
in cortical development (1) . In this study, we use a conditional mouse mutant in which Nr2f1
is inactivated in neocortical and hippocampal neurons from early stages. Our previous data
showed a dysmorphic hippocampus upon Nr2f1 loss with altered shape, volume, and
connectivity, particularly in its dorsal region, associated with selective spatial learning and
memory impairments (2) . Little anatomical defects were observed in the ventral Nr2f1deficient hippocampi with no obvious alterations of ventral hippocampal-related behaviors. We
hypothesized that these abnormalities might lead to alterations of the ventral hippocampal
network activity, which has not been assessed so far. To explore this hypothesis, we used HighDensity Multi Electrodes Array (HD-MEA) on hippocampal slices of young (P25-30) and adult
(2-3 months) mutant mice to record activity upon electrical stimulation on different regions of
interest. After electrical stimulations of the perforant path, either in the entorhinal cortex or
within the dentate gyrus, we observed a peak-to-peak LFP voltage value between 200 to 2000
µV in young but not adult mutant slices compared to a control value of 1000 µV. Moreover,
with young slices often showed reduced voltage in the hilar region (50% of cases) and aberrant
responses in DG (either higher or lower voltage in 80% of cases). Finally, after LTP induction
(in DG, CA1 or CA3), we observed increased LFP event duration in mutant slices together with
a higher peak-to-peak LFP voltage value. Together, these preliminary results show unexpected
electrophysiological changes in the ventral dentate gyrus region of mutant hippocampi and
suggest functional deficits that might affect mouse and patient behavior.
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France
NR2F1 is an orphan nuclear receptor, which acts as a transcriptional regulator by activating or
repressing the expression of downstream genes and thus playing key roles during cortical
development. It has been reported that several genetic mutations within this gene can lead to a
rare genetic disease called Bosch-Boonstra-Schaaf optic atrophy syndrome (BBSOAS). Little
is known on how individual point mutations affect the function of the protein during brain
development. To study the molecular and cellular effects of pathological mutations, Genetic
Code Expansion (GCE) is employed as one of the key methodologies in this study. Notably,
interactions between NR2F1 and its partners in HEK293T cells are investigated via
incorporation of photocrosslinking unnatural amino acid (AzF). Immonoblotting and
subsequent densitometric analysis of AzF-incorporated NR2F1 after photocrosslinking show a
10-fold reduction of partner protein binding ability of truncated NR2F1 pathological forms,
particularly the NR2F1-244TAA and 400TAA mutations. Immunofluorescent staining upon
transfections of mutant forms reveals that, unlike the wild-type NR2F1, the truncated forms
fail to localize in the nuclei and produce instead aberrant cytoplasmic aggregates. Our ongoing
research include identification of NR2F1 partners by UAA phothcrosslinking/mass
spectrometry and investigation of the pathological effects of truncated NR2F1 in human neural
progenitors.
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Neuronal circuits involved in autistic-like behaviors in Nav1.2 deficient mice
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Mutations in the SCN2A gene, encoding the voltage gated sodium channel Nav1.2 have been
identified in patients with Autistic Spectrum Disorders (ASD) and/or Epilepsy. In particular,
they are among the genetic mutations that show the strongest association with ASD. ASD is
thought to be caused by genetic/environmental factors leading to an imbalance in the Excitatory
/ Inhibitory (E/I) ratio, and is characterized by deficits in social skills, motor stereotypies,
cognitive dysfunctions, and alteration in sensory perception. We are working on Scn2a+/- mice,
exhibiting core symptoms of ASD. Interestingly, Scn2a+/- mice display a strong autistic-like
phenotype at juvenile stage (P21-42) which attenuates at adulthood. We used systemic
pharmacological injections of AMPAR, NMDAR or GABAR before behavioral tests specific
of autistic-like phenotype in mice (marble burying, ultrasonic vocalization test) to modulate
E/I balance in vivo. We showed that both glutamatergic agonists ameliorate the behavior of
male Scn2a+/- mice, suggesting a reduced glutamatergic transmission. This could be linked to
the reduced expression of Nav1.2 channels in either excitatory or inhibitory neurons, as well
as to secondary pathological remodeling, in particular modifications of synaptic properties.
Therefore, we studied the expression of the 4 AMPAR subunits (GluA1-2-3-4) in 4 brain
structures frequently impaired in autistic models or patients (prefrontal cortex, striatum,
hippocampus and cerebellum) at both ages. We showed that GluA4 subunit expression is
reduced in the prefrontal cortex of juvenile mice, and in adults in the striatum. Moreover, a
trend to a reduced expression is also visible in the hippocampus of juveniles and no changes
were detected in the cerebellum at both ages. These age-dependant variations could explain
that the phenotype of these mice is less strong at adulthood and that social communication
defect is yet still present. We aim now to identify the brain circuits involved in the deficits
observed in the social communication test. We are injecting an AMPAR agonist locally in
different areas of the striatum before the test to ameliorate the behavioral output. Next, we will
use retrograde viruses injected in this region to target upstream cortical areas and use
optogenetics to activate only circuit-specific neurons while we test the behavior and record in
cortical/striatal areas the local neuronal activity to study dysfunctions in the generation of brain
rythms.
Léna et Mantegazza 2019
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The RNA binding protein SAM68 orchestrates cell-ECM interactions : from integrin
signaling to transcriptional responses
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Expression and organization of extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins play a crucial role in the
conditioning of the tumor stroma and thus contribute to tumor growth and malignancy by
modulation of key cell processes such as proliferation, adhesion and migration. While cell
responses to the ECM and changes in cell behaviors are widely studied, it is still unclear how
molecular actors inside the cells convert extracellular signals to a precise transcriptional
response. We have previously demonstrated that the ECM protein Tenascin C (TNC),
modulates the adhesive proprieties of endothelial cells by triggering the overexpression of the
pro-angiogenic oncofetal protein Fibronectin (FN). In this study we identified the RNA binding
protein SAM68 as a new FN regulator in response to TNC, linking ECM signaling to
transcriptional response. Indeed, we show that SAM68 participates both in cell adhesion sites
maturation and actin organization and further regulates the subsequent FN expression
downstream TNC signaling and modulates its RNA splicing. Finally, we show that the dual
role of SAM68 in signal transduction and RNA isoforms biogenesis have functional
consequences in endothelial cell migratory behaviors. Ongoing experiments also suggest an
extended role of SAM68 in the regulation of other ECM proteins, thus opening up new horizons
in the understanding of the cell/stroma cross-talk by RBP mediated ECM modulation and
variants expression.
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